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The sufficiency COJH.litions for consl::rair:ed optimi7.ation 
problems are der .ived ·through the use of Lagran:~ian f1mct .i.ons and 
thr'ough the introduction of the new concept of 1·constra in!::d total 
derivatives.n The relations can be used with equulity and/or 
inequality constraints. The sufficit~ncy conditions dc:>rivcd 
earlier by Phipps were corrected in this work. 
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Thesis Prologue 
A constrained optimization problem is one which seeks to max-
imize or minimize a numerical function of one or more variables 
(or functions) when the variables (or functions) are related in 
some way through the specification of certain constraints (12). 
While the constraints may be linear or non-linear, equalities or 
inequalities, a general problem is defined in this work to cover 
all the cases. 
Approches to solving the constrained optimization problem 
usually provide a set of equations which must be sa·tisfied by a 
point at which the objective function takes on a relative maximum 
or minimum for those points satisfying the constraints. This set· 
of equations is called the necessa·py conditions. However, there 
are cases in which a point satisfying both the constrah1ts and 
the necessary conditions is not a maximum or minimurn point. 
Therefore, the sufficiency conditions for an optimum to exist are 
needed to complete the solution of the optimization problem. 
An optimization problem with one objective function and n 
variables is said to have n degrees of freedom v.·hen there :Ls no 
constraint involved; i.e., the objective function is e. function 
of n independent variables. If there are, in addition, m equaljty 
constraints involved, the problem is said to have n-m degrees of 
freedom where m < n. In this case only n-m variables, which can 
be arbitrarily chosen from the n var.•iables, arc indepence:1t. The 
remaining m depeudent variables can be determined through the re-
lations of the constraints once the independent variables are 
fixed. 
vi 
Now, if one takes the total derivatives of the objective 
function and the constraints, one can eliminate the differentials 
of the m dependent variables in the total derivative of the ob-
jective function by substituting in the m first-differential con-
straint relations. The resulting total derivative of the objec-
tive function (then in a sense TTconstrainedTI) is to be called the 
constrained total derivative. Based on this concept the con-
strained first total derivative and the constrained second total 
derivative of the objective function can be obtained with the aid 
of the Lagrangian function to simplify the mathematical manipula-
tions. The constrained total derivatives have only n-m degrees 
of freedom in constrast to the n degrees of freedom of the usual 
total derivatives of the objective function where the constraint 
relations have not been considered. Through the use of the con-
strained total derivatives of the objective function, the optimi-
zation problem is in a sense ntransformedn to an unconstrained 
one with n-m independent variables. Thus, the necessary condi-
tions and sufficiency conditions for an unconstrained optimum, 
which have been well established, can immediately apply. The 
development and application of this constrained total derivative 
approach to obtain sufficiency conditions for constrained optima 
constitutes the main contribution of this thesis. 
C. C. Huang1 , L~ E. Erickson2 , Rnd R. M. hlellek1 
lo Introduction 
TI1e sufficiency condition for an optirrmm of an objective 
function of n VLlriables subject to a set of m equality con-
s·traints (m < n) has been studied by several previous investiga-
tors (1, 3, 5). \·Vhile the results may have different restric-
tions and appear in differPnt forms, the twice·-differenti.abili ty 
of the functions is required; and the second-order sufficiency 
conditions are observed by all investigators. 
In g(~neral, the approaches for determining 1vhether a sta·-
tionary point is a maximum or minimum ci:m be divided into two 
categories. The first approach is to exrunine the sign of the 
second-order derivative of the objective function (or the 
Lagrangian function), taken with respect to each of the n vari-
ables, snbject to the m first-differential constraint relations. 
The second approach is to divide the n var .iablcs into n·-m inde-
penden·t (uccision) variables and m dependent (state) variables, 
and then examine the sign of the second order pol~tion in the 
Taylor T s e~<pans ion of the objective function with l'f.~spec·t ·to the 
n-m dependent variables, which involves constrainc~ .12artial 
der ivo.t .i_ves. 
1
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Hancock (1) and l'l1ipps (3) used the fj:cst appro:Jch, <lpplyi.ng 
Lag:::'ange 's and r1aim' s results, respect :i.vely, of the y_u adra tic 
form subject to a set of linear- constraints. It is found that 
Phipps' test is simpler computationally than Hancock's. Schechter 
and B(:veridge (5) used the second approach applying the concept 
of the constrained variation (6). This test is complete but is 
complicated from a computational standpoint. 
Instead of considering the second-order portion of the 
Taylor's series e.xpans ion, this paper presents a third appt'oach 
to derive the sufficiency conditions which is based on the con-
cept of cons t:::i~J=-~~d total §eriva tives as defined herein. Thcough 
the use of the constrained total derivatives, a const-rained opti-
mization problem in a sense can be transformed into an uncon-
stpaincd problem. Thus, the necessary cmd su [ficiency comli tions 
fOJ.:' unconstrained optima (1, 11) can then apply. This t t'ansform-
ation is made possible in this work by use of the Lagrangian 
function to facilitate the ma·thcmatical manipulations. The use 
of any standard munerical analysis tcchniqlle for the evaluat:i on 
of a de·terminu.Irt in conjunction with a digi-tLJ.l computer ~;rea tly 
aides in the application of the sufficiency conditions to multi-
variable problems. 
The final for'm of the sufficiency conditions recommended for 
computation is similar to Phipps' except that Phipps has a dif-
fc~rent ind(?x range which is incorrect. Also it is found that the 
sufficiency conditions of Schechter and Beveridge ugree with the 
conditions obtained in this work. This agrr~ement can be easily 
seen by considering some simple constrained cases; however, the 
3 
cun;pu.rison is very len;:;thy and is not incluc~l'd hc'l'e (See 
Appendix B). 
Although equality constraints only are considered he' rein, it 
should be noted that the sufficiency conditions derived in this 
paper can also apply to inequality constrained opt i:na \vi th a 
modification of the optimization problem (5, 8, 12). For suffi-
ciency conditions derived for inequality constt~ained optima, the 
reader is referred to the works of King (7) and Reklaitis and 
~vilde (8) • 
2. The C eneral Prob]ym 
The general optimization proble!n with equal:i ty constraints 
is to determine the optimum of an objective function of the form 
(2 .1) 
which is subject to m independent equality constr'aints 




(ii) both f and gk are continuous functions and possess 
partial dc:~r ivatives at least through second Ot'der. 
This problem, sometimes called the classical optimization 
problem (12), can be generalized to handle problt~ms with jnequal-
ity c;ow:~traints and/or with non-negative solutions (5, 8, 12). 
For example, it is suggested (5) that if there are in addition to 
m equality constraints the following p inequality constraints 
(2. 3) 
one can ab.vays transform the p inequalities into equalities by 
introducing p slack variables xn + 1' xn + 2' 
so ·that the p inequality cons·traints become 
... ,X11 + p defined 
~==I.)Z~#'·JF (2. 4) 
Thus, the general problem becomes a problem of n + p varial1les 
and m + p equali·ty constraints. In the analysis to follow, the 
problem defined by (2.1) and (2.2) will be considered as the gen-
eral constrained optimization problem. 
The general problem as defined above has n-m de8;rees of 
freedom because the function uepends only on n-m imJependent 
variables, which can be arbitrarily chosen from the n variables. 
'.I'he remaining m vllriables are uepenuent variables which can be 
determined through the m constraint relations once the n-m iJlde-
pendent variables are fixed. We shall choose for convenience the 
first m vari~Jles, x 1 , x 2 , .•• ,~n' as dependent variables ru1d 
Xm + l' Xm + 2 , ... ,X11 as independent variables. 
The Lagt:'angian function, ci(, is defined by 
f 
·where }\ k are the Lagrange mul·tipliers. 
(3 .1) 
s 
If the La;_:;ru.nge multipliers are se1eciud i_n suc'h a wuy that 
we have (13) 




( 3. 3) 
then by use of Cramer 1 s rule one can solve for k A from 
(3. 2) as follows: 
( 3. '+) 
provided that 
0 
J:j:O ( 3. S) 
where J and Jkf are JGcobians defined 
( 3. 6) 
~F 
J ==I 
q I 2 }(-/ F K+l .. q_ }?') 
cr_, &_,···_,d- 7d-, · ___ a 
----------~---------------
xi,Xc., · · · _,Xm ( 3. 7) 
}( == I ) 2 ) . . . ~ YTI 
The first total derivatives of the objectives function and 
the constraints are obtained by use of the chain rule as follows: 
n 
dS 2 ~ dx-t (3. 8) 
~ ==I 
)'\. 
~ aK d X~ (JJ.. J ~ =~ l (3. 9) 
\!Jhere 
fJ. ~f JK ~ ~K . 
-a x.t ) -- -J. ax~ (3 .10) 
J ~ I, z.) ... "' n 
l< - l, 2._, ... -' h1 
From (3. 9) one c~u1 use Cramer's rule to solve for d~, 
k ;:; l, 2, 




J!' -1= 0 
1
"'-12. ··· m f\ .l .) ) (3 .11) 
(3 .12) 
~ ', ~2.) # • • • • • • - • -' 





Substituting (3.11) into (3.8) to eliminate the differentials 
of the dependent variables one obtains 
(3 .lLq 
Here a different symbol (dS) is used to indicate that the g 
constraint relations have been considered. Thus, the first total 
derivative as expressed by (dS) is defined as the constrained g 
first total derivative to differentiate it from (dS) where the 
constraint relations have not been introduced. 
Since we have chosen Xm + l' Xm + 2 , . . . , X as independent n 
variables, the necessary condition for an optimum is that 





. a = m + \ " m+ 2 .I • • • ' n 
Now, it is noted that 
(3 .16) 
. 
. J = m+ I , ~+2 , ... .J n.. 
The proof of (3.16) is quite lengthy, and the reader is referred 
to Appendix D. 
One can substitute (3 .16) into (3.1Sb) and obtain 
h'\ Kf 
-E + ~ (- "I ) 'J~ 0 Jo cl d K=l (3 .17) 
. d- _ m+1 ~ m+z, · · · , 1\. 
Substituting (3.l~) into (3.17) one can rewrite the necessary con-
ditions as follows: 
f. a + 0 (3 .18) 
d - m+l ~ m+Z:~ · · ·, n. 
with )\k being specified by (3.2). Combining (3.2) with (3.18) 
one obtains 
l?\ 
~ = ~-+ 2 
K=l 
KSK 0 ~ = 
J.. ' 
l'l_ l z. ... 'YL 
.X..- ~ .> .I (3 .19) 
which are the well-known Lagrange necessary conditions for a 
constrained optimum. 
Thus, the Lagrange necessary conditions have been derived 
through an alternate approach. The sufficiency conditions will 
be derived in the next section through the use of constrained 
total derivatives by the same reasoning. 
8 
Subs1"ituting (3.1()) into (3.14), one obtains 
Let L. be defined so that 
J 
L. J 
d x. a 
J m+l_, m+z .~ · · ·~ n 
ThPn (!+ .l) becomes 
n 
2_. L dX J ~ 





The second total derivative of i::he objective funct_ion is ob·-
"'cained by -'cak:i_ng ·the total derivative of (tlS) . g 
s·ti.ll a function of xl' x2' ... ' xn' one ob-tains 
Since (dS) is 
a 
a 
(ds)~ ~ [ }x~ ( _i L~ dXJ) dX.t] 
~ = I ~ := tn+\ 
n n 
2 2 ( L4l. dX~) dXR. 
J..::::l i=m+l 
yt Y\. 
+22 [ (lJ. 4) 
~ == 1 ~ = »lti" 
l 0 
' vJn~r e 
.J UL5) 
h1+J..; m+Z J • • ~ ,.,_ 
' 
z.J .. ".] n_ 
Because X 
m + l' Xm + 2 , ••• , Xn are chosen as independent varia-
bles, it follows (ll) that 




Therefore, equation ('t-. lJ) becomes 
d (dS)~ - (IJ. 8) 
Again with the introduction of the m first-differential con-
straint relations, one can eliminate the differentials of the 
dependent variables and obt~ain from (IL 8) the following re lut ions: 
11 
where is defined as t~lJe constrained second total der-ivative 
to differentiate it from d(dS) \~Iere the constraint relations g 
have not been introduced. Notice that in general, L .. I L .. 
1] ]1 
, for i I j. 
NOh' that (d2S) is only in terms of the differentials of the g 
independent variables, j_-t follows that the sufficiency concli tions 
are 
(dzS)d > 0 For a minimum 
('L 10) 
(d2 S)~ < 0 For a maximum 
It is noted that the above criteria fail when 
identically and when one cannot find m of the n variables so that 
J 0 I 0 at the point of interest. 
In order to put -the sufficiency condition in a computational-
ly compact form, one first rewrites (4.9) as 
}1 11. 
2 2 bri dXc: dXi ) (4 .11) 
i= mtl J=:: mH 
12 
where 
L .. J1 + (4-.12a) 
.. 
d- = rn-H.~ m+2 _, - - . ./ n 
( 
Yn J-K~ L ·· + L ·. + ~ 1- ---) L · k 
2. . ·~ d~ \: Jo ~ (4.12b) 
m :(i 
+ ~I_---)/_, J ~-- \ _j"'O - l. k 
K =I 
. . J-=-i. 
Now, the sufficiency condition is l'educed to checking the 
sign of the quucleatic form of (lt.11), i.e., the quadratic form 
being positive defini·te for a minimum and negative definite for 
a maxinllm. Equation (4.11) can be further transformed to 
b ... b d\li 
( dts )~ = [ d xnm d x)M~- -dx~J . nlt~mtl h1tl.~l1 dX'r>t2. ('+. 1_3) b ... bn,n. . dXn n1 m-H 
Let 
b . b 
mil; t'ltl m-H;n 
Jj (4.14-) 
b ... ~)~ J1. I rt1ti 
13 
where IJ is called the associated mat·rix of the quadt'atic form, 
1vhich is real, sym:ne·tric and assumed to be non--singular. 
Although the char2.cter of a real quadea·tic form can be 
determined by diagonaL\3.ing the associated matrix (9), it is 
noted that the elements of the associated matrix as defi11cd by 
(1-1-.12) are difficult to visuaLize. Therefore, a simpler form is 
to be sough·t. Fol--. this, one first notes (11) that in general the 
necessary and sufficiency conllitions that the real quadratic form 
(4.15) 
, -- I L. -- ~=I 






a1tl. .. a 1U'\ 
And Q will be negative definite, if and o11ly if the SE::qucnce of 
the detenninan·ts alternates in sign (11) , i.e., 
an C(l2 a,l Q 0..13 12. (4.17) 
> 0) (\, a2.'Z. a < 0 ... cz~r at. e. ;!~ ;) ~' ~2 a33 
Furi~hc~rrnore, one notes t11at 
0 
(- l)tfl 
BP 0 (-:sDf ~~1 
. 
1 ~tl'~~ • 
\' == \ ) 2. I • • • J )1...-m 
where .. 
ln~. a
2ct t . ) 
a xJ. t1 xlt J. 
Jt, .Q. = IJ 2..) .. ·jn 
and B is the de-terminant 
p 
p == 1.; z.__, ... .J n-M 
d~ \ 0 SmH~ 
. 
0 ~~- d:7 (4.18) 
3-~ in . . . ~;tn-tf 
. . 
~m 
f."\t\' ~J\ ;(.,...ty1 mtp 
(4.20) 
'The proof of (ti-.18) is very lengthy; the reader is referred to 
Appendix D. 
lS 
AlJply.ing the criteria of (1+.15) - (11-.17) and using the final 
form of (4.]_8) one can restate the sufficiency conditions ii.S fol-
lows: 
For a minimum, all values of Bp should be positive. 
For a maximum, the Bp should c:-d ternate in sign, B1 
being negative. 
If the signs of B do not follm>J either pattern, the point under p 
investigation is not a maximum or a minimum point. If any one of 
the B is equal to zero, the optimality cannot be ascertained by p 
use of this test. 
The sufficiency conditions derived in the previous section 
will be compared w.i·th the results of Phipps (3). The co1nparison 
is facilitated by representing the determinant in (4.18) as 
follows: 
0 0 
0 0 ~7 ~})1 ·b 
{t ~\ ~7 ci;l ~~ (S .l) 
6~ . . . d-M ~\ ~.c -1::.. 
The nota-tion used here is that of Ph:ipps. Nm>J, the sufficiency 
conditions developed in section I} c;:;n be restated usj ng the ter-
minology of Phipps as follows: 
for a minimum, all the ht should have the sign of 
( -1) m. 
For a maximum, -the ht should have the sign 
for all specified values of t. 
t 
of (-1) 
Again if the signs of ht do not follo\>J either pattern, the 
point under investigation is not a maxinnun or a rninirmun point. 
Also, if any one of the ht is equal to zero, the optimality can-
not be ascertained by use of this test. 
These criteria appear exactly the same as Phiypsr results 
(3), except that Phippsr test is not subject to the restriction 
J 0 ~ 0, and it has the index t 1~unning from m to n instead of 
16 
from rn + 1 to n. TI1e range of the index t = m, ••• , n in Phipps' 
work (3) is incorrect; apparently Phipps has misquoi~ed the rcsul t 
of Mann (4-). The restriction of J 0 ;& 0 is necessary both for the 
determination of dX1 , dX2 , ••• , dX which satisfy (3 .11) and also rn 
for the determination of them Lagrange multipliers (l). This 
res-triction also appears in the work of Yamane (ll) for quadratic 
forms with one linear constraint. 
The following examples illustru.te the usc of the .sufficiency 
conui tions developed in Section Lt. The examples are quoted from 
the literature, except that the symbols may have lJeen changed and 
problem statemen-ts simplified so as to conform \>Jith t'l1e general 
17 
problem defined in Section 2. Computations \vr~re ta.cilitatod by 
use of an IB~1 system 360 coinputer (See Appendix C for additional 
examp]_es) • 
~xample 1. (6' 10) 
Deter1nine whether the point (lSOO, 6) is a (relative) maximum 
or a (relative) ndnimum point of ·the following objective function: 
q -1 I 5 
f 0 0 0 X I + 4 (I 0) X' X~ + 2. 5 ( l 0) X z.
(6 .1) 
\vhich is subject to the constraint 
0 (6. 2) 
Solution: 
Th<= Lagrangian function is defined as 
(6. 3) 
where )\1 is the Lagrange multiplier 
Since the problem has only one degree of freedom, i.e., 
n-m == 1, only one of the bvo val'iables is independent. Arbi-
·trarily choose x1 as the dependen·t variable. Selec·t }\ 
1 in such 
a \vay that 
f \ ql I + 1' Ol 0 (6. 4) 
i.e., 
(6. 5) 
At the point (1500,6) 
q -2 -\ 
Jooo- 4 (to) (1soo) (6) + A' (f,) 0 (6. 6) 
Thus )\ 1 = -117.284-
The necessary condition developed in Section 3 is as fol-
lovJS: 
f + ~ 0 (6.8) 
l.e., 
0 (6. 9) 
A-t the poin·t (15 00, 6) 
q -1 -2 5 
-tt(to) (15oo) (6) + 2.5(lo) + (-lf7.cS')(t5oo) == 0 (6 .10) 
Thus, ·the necessary coiJclition is satisfied. 
Now, 
~ 0 (6.11) 
Thus, the sufficiency condition may be applied wi·th the choice of 
X as dependent variable. 1 
Equation ('L 18) becomes in this case 




~2 ( 6. 12) ( dlt)2 
3~ ~~ ;(cz 
h'here 
~~ fu l I - )\ 8u 
8 (IO)q -3 x;' 
(6 .. 12a) 
XI 
cftz. ~~ - -f,z - A' ~' 12 (G.l2b) 
q -2 -2 
Lt (10) X1 Xz + )\I 
iz )\1 J ~l == + ~2Z (G.l2c) 
8 (10)~ -J -3 X\ Xe 
At ·the point (1500' 6) 
0 f 50 0 
-I 
.. 395 4-9.333 (6.13) Bt ---(6)2 2 LJ.(/11 1500 4-q.3$33 
2L{-b9l > 0 
Since B1 is pos i ·i~ive, the objective function at the poj nt 
(lS 00, 6) has a (relu ti ve) minimum value. 
For the sake of brevity, in the following two exaniplL's only 
an ou-tline of the computations concerning the sufficiency condi-
tions will be presented. 
Example 2. (13) 
Consider the objective function 
s 
wJ1ich is subject to the constraints 
20 
d1(X11 Y.z, X3 ) =loll-(so-X',) -loOXe (5o+ X,) (6.15) 
-+-(o)(X3) 0 
3z(Y1)<'z, X3 ) = to\X1+ 3o) -loox'3 (X1 + !>o) (6.16) 
+ (o) (X2 ) 0 
Choose x
1 
and x2 as dependen-t variables and x3 as the inde-
pendent vari.:1ble. 
E~1ation (4.18) becomes in this case 
21 
0 0 ~', ~~ ~~ 
l 0 0 J~ ~~ $~ 
Bl ~~ ~~ ;:, 1,2. /.,~ (6 .17) C:ff 3~ 3~ /.l.l ~l. ~?> 






fl.J R_ == I ~ Z .1 3 
A-t the stationary point (1L~, 56. 25, 68.75) 
.,.1 -7 2 -7 /' = 5.208 (10) ' .:\ = -4.711 (10) , s = 2.6829 
J 0 = 4.0960 (10)- 7 ~ 0 
B1 = 2.6472 (10)-
4> 0 
Since B1 is positive, the stationary point is a minimum 
point. 
At the stu. tionary point (25, 3 3. 33, 7 3. 33) 
.?\1 = 5.7735 (10)- 7 , )\ 2 = 3.8925 (10)- 7 , s = 2.6835 




Since Bl is negati'/e, the stationary point .ls a maximum 
point. 
Example 3. (13) 
Consider the objective function 
(6. 20) 
which is subject to the constraints 
Choose xl and x2 
(6. 21) 
tooo (X1+Xz.)- ?_ Xz. ;.(4 -~ (o)(X3 ) (6.22) 
0 
as dependent variables and x3 and x4 as 
independent variables. Equa·tion cr~ .1s) beCOlllCS in this case 
0 8~ I 0 ~Z+P 
0 0 3~ 3~+P I B == a', d~ eft, c/'1)2-t-P ----p 2 p~l).2 (5.23) (:ro) 
dl <12. c/ . . . c{+r,z+r 
z+r z+P 2 .. p_,' 
where 
0 ~2 
J J ( J J x, :; Xz. ) 
v(~ tfl.Q + )\\ 1 2 z. dn~ + )\ dR~ 
It)~ 1)2_,3..,4 
At the stationary point (0.1, 0.05, 500, 500) 
;'\ 1 = -0.2, /\2 = -0.4, s =so 
J 0 = 3.2 (10) 5 ~ 0 
Bl = -8.0 (10) - 5 < 0 
B
2 




Since B1 and B2 alternate in sign and since B1 is negative, 
the sta·t.ionary point is a maximum point. 
}_. Harris Hancock~ 
1960. 
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Appendix A 
Review of Literature 
----- -- ------
A-1. Sufficiency Conditions for Unconstrained Optima (1, 11) 
The problem is i:o determine the optimum of the objective 
func·tion 
2 [' .J 
(A-l.l) 
where x1 , x2 , . .,., Xn are independent variables and f is a 
i:\vice differentiable continuous function. 
It has been well establisLcd that the necessary condition 
for an optimum to exist is 
Yl 
d s = 2 -fi d xj_ 
Q =I 
(A--1.2) 
or because the X are independent variables, it follows that 
0 ) (A-1. 3) 
where 
(A-1. 4) 
The sufficiency conditions for ·the optimum point are that 
d£'_5 > 0 for a minimum (A-1.5) 
d2_5 < 0 for a maximum 
By use of the chain rule one obtains 
ct ( dS) 
26 
n n 
= ~- d '~ f dX J d X ~------ ~ xn l .t :9. n_ 
IL= I '\.. ~=I 
Yl. n... 
= 2 2 ·~~_ d X-( d X'll 
n_=! 9..=1 -
+ ~ ~ ~ (dX~) dXfl 
n..=l J. I X'n... (A-l. 6) 
where 
17.n=l L ··• YL 
.;.X. _/ J J (A-1. 7) 
Since the X1 are independent variables 
R. .Q=I 2. ... 7L J _} _/ } (A-1.8) 
Thus 
(A-1.9) 






-F~~ . . , ---Fn 
f (A-1.11) 
ftll fn~ 




fPI fpp P=l,2..> Yl ) y 
then the sufficiency conditions can be res-tated as follows: 
For a minimum, 
For a maximum, 
all F should be positive. p 
the F should alternate in sign, p 
F1 being negative. 
A-2. Sufficiency Conditions for Constrained Optima 
(For Phipps' sufficiency condition (3) see Section 5.) 
A-2a. HoJ1eock' s (1) sufficiency condition for constrained 
optima of the general problem defined in (2.1) and (2.2) 
is stated as follrn~s: 
If (111 , a 2 , •.. , a 11) is a stationary point, to determine 
whether it is a rnetximum or minimum point one first forms the 
determinant 
28 
(~,-\) ~~ ... ~~ j\ d~ 
---(/ (1-\)···L d~ 2 ~z 0C.I ;::e_ ZY\ 
. . 
h,, cfn2. · · · (cfn~ A) 3~ d: 
~'A ~: d~ d~ 0 0 (A-2. l) 
3~ d: d; 0 0 
. 
. 
d~ ~~ a: 0 0 0 
where G.ll the derivatives are evah1ai~ed at the po:int (a1 ~ a 2 ~ 
••. , a ) and J 0 I 0. \vhen this de·terrn.inant equated to :lero an 
n 
equation of the n-m degree in )\. is obtained which has only real 
roots. In developing the expansion of the determinant with re-
spect to powers of ).. one has to see whether the resul ti11g poly-
nominal consists of n-m + 1 terms \vith alternately positive and 
negative sign or \vi th only continuation of the same sign. 
first is the case, the function f hLls a minimum value at (a1 , a 2 , 
... ,a); if, on the contrary, the latter is true, then f has a 
n 
maximum value at the point (a1 , a 2 , ... ' a ) . n 
This criterion fails when all the quantities c/:j var1ish for 
the point (a1 , a 2 , ... , a); and it also fails when the smallest n 
or greatest root of L> A === 0 is zero . 
.L\-2b. Yamane (11) has t1Je sufficiency condition for the n-
va.ria:hle -- one constraint case; i.e., to dett:rrni.ne the 
opti1m1m of the objective func·tion 
s (1\-2. 2) 
29 
subject to the constr-aiEt 
0 (l\-2.3) 
The result is to observe the sign of the folloHing detenninants: 
0 ci\ d~ d ~+P 
d: chr ~C. /71-+p I 
Br d~ ~I lc.r. /e, l+P (1\-2.4) 
dl~P ~f;l ~tf';c ~f'-'l+P 
t>-\ z. ... n l - .J ) ' 
For a minimum, all values of B' should be negative. p 
Bt I the should alternate in sign, Bl being p F Ol."' a max imurn , 
posii:ive. 
l\-2c. Schechter and Beveridgers (5) sufficiency condition for 
where 
constrained optima of the general problem is derived from 
the concept of constrained variation (6). A Taylor series 
lll- * 
expansion of the objective function about a point (X1 , x2 , 
~ 
••• ,X) can be written as 
n 





Here ( -G- )3 and ( -ti )} are constrained derivatives defined as 
(A-2.9) 
. " 
L -' 1 = l-n-tl .) )'1'1+ e .) ... J n_ 
The sufficiency conditions are that 
for a minimum 
(A-2. ll) 
for a maximum 
TI1e constrained derivatives are related to the usual 
derivatives as follows: 
t ( ::~) + -~ 
~ ~ (1\-2 .12) 
(~Ja = -~: + ~ [ +: ( ~~1~L~ +(!;;~ -f:k 
where 
( ~XI<' -- '--~X·~ -~ & 
and 
I z "'\ 
( d>d)······ ·--,~ J J xl) xi?.)---. xt<;_,, :s._l'_ x_K+(_i-. > xl71/ 
d d J . . • . . . . ) (J 
( 
I e gM) 
J }(1~ X'£> . . . . - - . ~ xh1 





1\ppend ix B 
Comparison wi_th Pr_~viou~ Work 
(C on~par is on with Phipps' work 
is presented in Section 5.) 
D·-1. Problems of N Variables and One Degree of Freedom 
32 
Although Hancock's sufficiency condition is put in a differ-
eilt form, it can be proved to agree with the result of the pre-
sent \vork for problems of n variables and one degree of freedom. 









/ J7 ) ;/,2- · · (o-nh-/\. 
For problems of one degree of freedom, 
)1--h1 = \ 


























I I de df\ 
d~ d~ 
j~ d~ 
~?_ d,Y\ (B-1.7) 
~c_ ~~ 
;(7_ ~tt 
TI1en Hancock's sufficiency condition can be restated as fol-
Hllen m is even, then a maximum exists if e is negative 
because in that case we have continuation of sign in 
the ter:ns of (B-1.3). Accordingly, a minimum exists 
if e is positive because the terms of (B-1.3) alter-
na·te in sign. 
M1en m is odd, the reverse is true, i.e., 
e_<O 
e > 0 
for a minimum 
for a maximum 
34 
The above C'l~itcria fail when .]o - 0 and when (B-l.lt) JS not 
satisfied. 
Referring to (B-1.7) one can rewrite (4.18) for this case as 
follows: 
0 J _-=foo (B-1.8) 
The result of the present work is that 
for a minimum 
(B-1.9) 
for a maximum 
which agrees with Hancock's stJff:icicncy condition. 
B-2. Problems of N Variables and One Constraint 
Yamane's sufficiency condition for problems of one constraint 
is put in a similar form to the final result of the present 
work. 
Rewrite (A-2. 4) as 
0 d~ d~ l . d!+p 
d~ ;i, ;;:7_ cl;_,l+f 
Br (--1) d~ ~I :/;?_ c/;,Jtf (B-2 .1) 
d' ~ 
ltP I+P, I 
f Hp_,z ;(tf,\+P 
p I 2 . . . YH ) ) , 
Yamane's suffic icncy condition can tlwn be restated as fol-
lows: 
35 
For a minimum~ all values of B should be positive. p 
For a maximum~ the B should alternate in sign, Bl p 
being negative. 
The above criteria are the same as the results of tl1e present work. 
B-3. General Constrained Problem 
Schechter a.nd I3everidge 1 s sufficiency condition is difficult 
to visualize for the general constrained problem. However~ it 
can be provPd rigorously to agree with the result of the present 
work for some simple constrained cases. This agreement can be 
extended to the general problem by induction reasoning. 
To facilita·te the compaPison one first forms the dc>tenninants 
( [_tl~~~l )} ... ( f .. ~7h1+p )~ 
( ttf'; }n{1 )} . . • ( fn•pJ)nfp )d 
(B-3.1) 
and rest a t:es Schechter and Beveridge T s suff ic ic::~ncy condition as 
follows: 
For a minimum~ all values of F should be positive. p 
For a maxi1nun, the F p should alternate in sign, Fl 
being n0gative. 
Comparing (B-3.1) with (4.20) one would expect one to one 
correspondence bet1vcen ·the F and B . p p 
B-3a.. Two Variable One-Constraint 
Consider the objective function 
(B-3.2) 
with the constraint 
The ~agrangian function is 
where 
_,[' f I \ ~ == +>.6 
-E 
J: 




B==- J ~~ J:l ----l (o:t 2J~ h", 
for a minimum 




Schechter and Beveridge's sufficiency condition is 
for a minimum 
for a maximum 












(13- 3 .10) 
(B--3 .11) 
Substituting (B-3.10) and (B-3.11) into (B-3.9) one obtains 
(B-3.12) 
Noticing -that 
and substituting (B-3.5) and (13-3.13) into (13-3.12) one obtains 
d~ ( {~ + _\ d:c )] + J~ [ d: (F,K+ _\ 'J,~) 
fj ~ ( -F; I -t AI ~:' ) J] 
( _ _1_)2 [ __ '11 ( g I ~ q_ I _/) ) 
- ~; (jl "11 zc.- <Jc: c><.Jz. 
+ J~ ( d: i;l - d~ of,;) J 
1 2 ( d: ~I 
+ ~~ <1: ~ ) =--{a~) l-- ~r: d' ~(_ J' ot;2 z. 2 
0 8: d~ 
I c d: ci;, ;[,, 
- ( ~:) 
~I ~~ ;;(l i{_ 
wl1ich is the same as (B-3. 7) • 
B-3b. TI1ree-Variable -- One-Constraint 
Consider the objective function 
wit:h the constraint 
0 









The result of the presen-t \vork can be E'<lJressed by (!+. 20) ; i.e., 
wl1ere 
or 
B, >O > for a minimum 
13 1 < o _, for a maxin1um 
b2£: . . . 62.) ltf' 
Br . . q+fj l. . . - bl-tf.~ltP I _, p -- I ., c.. 
It \vill be sho1vn in Appendix D that 
6
3
,_ = bz~ = 2 ~: ( L, d/ + Lz3 J/~ Lz1 ~~ ~ L31 ~~) 
= ( ~: f(ca·3;;3 + J~1~~-J:J;~:>-J:~~~J 
633= i ( L33 d,' ~- L3, d~) 
= ( ~:f[ ( ~:f~3 ~ 21: ~~~3 -r (2ifot.J 
(B-3.19) 
(B-3.20) 
(B- 3. 21) 
(B-3.22) 
(B-3. 23) 
(B- 3. 24-) 
Sch_echter and Beveridge T s sufficiency condition in this case 
is as follows: 
t="->0 E>O II J ._... for a minimum 
(B-3.2S) 
ft < 0, Fz_ > 0 for a maximum 
( -G,)~ 
(B-3.26) 
Comparing (B-3.19) and (B-3.20) with (B-3.25) and (B-3.26) 
respectively one would expect one to one correspondence of the 
elements be"l~veen determinants B and F • p p 
Equation (B-3.22) can be rearranged to yield 
0 dll d~ 
1 ) d: ~I f,c. (B-3. 27) ::-b2e. == - (~ d: dl ~~ cf;e. 2 
which has been shown to equal (F22)g in Section B-3a. Note that 
although different numbers of variables ace involved in tl1e two 










Substituting (B-3.30) - (B-3.34) into (B-3.28) and (B-3.29) one 
obtains 
+OJ~/ [ ~~ +(- ~) d;, J 
-cJ',1~(-fi3+(- ~) d~3 J} 




Comparing (B-3.23) and (B-3.24) respectively with (B-3.35) and 
(B-3.36) one obtains 
~L = bz3 = CS3)J - ( £,):r 
6 == (-\;3)q_ 
3:!> (] 
Thus the agreement is proved. 
(B-3.37) 
(13-3. 3.S) 
B--3c. Thl'ee-Variable -- Two---Constraint 
Consider the objective function 
with ·the constraints 
d, ( X,-' Xz-' X3) == o 
2-2 C xI J xc _, x3) ~ o 
The Lag-rangian function is 
where 
If ( f ~l) 
.J === J -----'---x,.) Xz. 
The result of ·the present work is 
for a minimum 
~ <O for a maximum 
where 
0 0 d', d~ ;,' 3 
o· 0 ;_jZ :J~ d; 
\ I B== d~ ;!,, ~ ~3 --- ~; I (-:Jof-
~~ dz -i;, ~L h3 z. 
J! J~ ~~ C~L ~3 
(B-3. 39) 
(B-3.40) 





(B -3. 1+6)_ 
qq. 
From (B --3. LJ-G) one obL1ins 
0~ - z c;-1 c;{(3 
c. 
( J ~ I ~) (:Jo) ~\ == CJ) Jl-~2 dl d~ ;;J hJ 
~l :r:: --1 
-:3 ~3 
~; ~f of;z 
( ) 2 I 2) 
-f' 
- CJ1 d_?- ~3d1 3~ d: cr-.zc. 
~~ dJ hz_ 
jl ~~ ;t;l 
+ ( I 2. ''J:z) CJc63-d3 z. ./ 2.' 2. d~ -? V'\Z.I 
d; (]3?_ c0\ 
0 ( L I~ 23 L 0) 
:} -- 13 ~J --- fZ3 J -t- 3.3 -:I 
23( 13 23 •) 




Schechter und Beveridge's sufficiency condition in this 
case is as follows: 
for a minimum 
(B-3.q9) 











Substituting (B-3.51) into (B-3.54) and (B-3.55) one obtains 
(B-3. S6) 
Similarly, 
-t- 2 3- ~- J#- ?__ ~ --~ --r- ---- 2 j -=r-3 2 J3 23 2 v /3 z_ 0 2.3J UJ2- cl13 "-_) .J 2.3 (B-3.57) 
Substituting (B-3.56) and (B-3.57) into (B-3.52) and (B-3.53) 
(B-3.58) 
(B-3.S9) 
HI q' c- 1:.\c. g I · 23)~ I ( o\2. == cJ11 J.) + C7z.z (J -+ d33 J ./ 
I _ )3_ 23 . / _ . o_ 13 1 o 23 
+ 2~1 z.=:J _5- Zje,J.T- 2J23 "J ~- (B-3.60) 
(B-3.Gl) 
Substituting (B-3. Sl) , (B·· 3. 58) und (B-3. 59) into (B- 3. 50) one 
obtains 
qg 
; __ l )2 ( 2 H2 I II L ( o)l. r: ( Z3j2 r ' 13\2. 
== (Jo )\ -l-)\ h + l3.3 J J --1- Tzz . .=J ./ + l!, (-:5 ./ 
(B-3. 62) 
Substituting (B-3.60) and (B-3.6l) into (B-3.62) one obtains 
after rearrangement 
(B-3. 63) 
Rewrite (B-3.47) as 
qg 
23( -1' 13 23 _p o\ 
-=:J - o<'J2 J -7zl._J + c/32 =r _/ 
- - !3 /- -f - 13 ---? 2~ - _p - -") l 
=r \ 011 =r --v-<21 J 1 o<3l.:J ) 
(
_l )z ( ~P !3\ 2 _p ( 23)2 _ _p 1- -"'lz. ~D lcll! (5 ~; + D<zz :.r / -+- ~33 \.J./ 
_p - 1.3 Z3 __p -, 13 _p 0 23] + 2:7-1 z.J 5 -- 2 d'1.3 -::J :5 ---2 c< 23 J .J (B-3. G4-) 
which is the same as (B-3.63). Thus, the agreement is proved. 
B-3d. Four-Variable -- Two-Constraint 
Consider the objective function 
with constraints 
d I ( Xr) 'lz/ v3 / yq_) .== 0 
d2 ( i,/ Xs X3__, Y.,.) = o 













The result of the present work is 
B1 > o, Bz. > o for a minimum 
(B-3.71) 
B1 < 0 ;> Bz. >o for a maximum 
wl1ere 
b3~ - . - b3_, ztr 
.Br . (B-3. 7 2) 6 6 P= 1_, z 
2.tf_,3 Zff'_,Z+f> , 
It will be shown jn Appendix D that 
(
_l __ )z. (( o)zi (-- 13\2 __p ( 2 3 2. ___p b
33 
== J" 7 o 3.3 -]-- _ :J ./ o<'q -+- -J- J d-zz. 
(13-3.73) 
(B-3. 71t) 
( \ )2 [ / o\2 _, _oc~3 ..p - _/3 p == ]-~ (, -y _) C/-<43 -- .J ..J cl 4-2. + :J 0< 4-l 
(B-'3.75) 
Schechter and Beveridge's sufficiency condition in this 
case is as follows: 
G >O, fz > 0 for a minimum 
(B-3.76) 
~ < o, Fz > 0 for a maximum 
(B-3.77) 
p = 1 ... z. 
J 
Comparing (B-3.76) and (B-'3.77) with (B-3.71) c-tnd (l3-3.72) 
respectively one would expect one to one correspondence of the 






b ( r ) CH-3. 71J) / 4-zt == -j 4JJ. d--
b.,'!--- b43 ~= (:~. )~ c= (-[13)} (B-3. SO) 
Equation (B-3. 78) has been shmvn in Section B-3c, (B-3. 79) 
can be shown similarly. 
To prove (B-3. 8 0) one notes that 
( fB)d = (-r,'l-)~ 
'-+ 134 
S2 
Substituting (B-3.82) and (B-3.83) into (B-3.86) one obtaii1s 
S3 
91 0 13 




Substituting (B-3.87) and (B-3.88) into (B-3.811-) and (B-3.85) one 
obtains 
(~~;~~)J = (JJ (-J: H '+ J~ Hz) 





Substitu-ting (B-3.82), (B-3.83), (B-3.39) and (B-3.00) into 
(B-3.81) one obtains after rearran:;;ement 
(B-3.92) 
Substituting (B-3.91) into (B-3.92) one obtains after rearrange-
ment 
211- (/ f' I q_l 2 <T -z ) 
-+ -s -r3l + ./\ o?z ---+- J\- c1 3l 
- 14- ( -F- I I -~ 2 q_ 2 )J 
-r J 31 + J\ d3l A c131 
+ ·-y 13_ )If ( r + , I I + £_ q ~ ) ~J 5 t l: ./\ d 11 ~ 0 ll 
-+- '24 -P + l4~ ) l3 14- f J cX3L J 3! ../ -j- :_]- ::J 0\!J 
(B-3.93) 
·which is the same as (B-3. 75). Thus~ tl1e agreement is proved. 
B-3e. Four-Variable -- Thrce-Const.t•aint 
Consider the objective function 
\•lith the constraints 
q I ( \! \I X 'X,, ) =: 0 
u \.A\.) 1\z./ 3J T 
J 2 ( x,"' v L) v3 ./ 'Yft ) = o 
;}3 (:<~_, 'Xl) x3) '/4-) o 
The Lagrangian function is 
· where 






.=r., • ;) 




0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
-\ J~ B, --- 3: J~ (J-oy~ 
~~ J~ jJ 2_ 
~~ jl J J; 









for a rninirnum 
( B ·- 3 • 1 0 It) 
for a maximum 
d\ d~ d~ j~ 
Jf j~ j' 3 c1~ 
d~ d~ ~~ d4 
~I ~2 1:3 d4-
-hl hz 1.3 h!f 
1,, :1;7_ 1;3 ~4 
;4, ~z £3 ~4-
S7 
(s~)'- [""~ (=r~~f + ot:L (:l'fJ\ :.~;3 c}__,J,_ 
-t ;C4 ( :r~) z -t z ::;zf2. -:J_}lJ-:J_24 
(U·-3 .lOG) 
-=r2" = _J-c J'J d ::>~ d.3) 
-x, J >:q. , x3 
(B-3 .107) 
I < 3 5q c= -~-c-{--:-l~-%) (B-1.108) 
Sehechtcr and Beveridge's sufficiency condition can be 
stated as follows: 
for a minimum 
F1 == ( -s_lf)~ < o for a maximum 
where 
+ [ ( ~~l ~ + 2 {12 ( ;;~ )J 
+ -s c-!~x~ )} + c {3 (-~~JJ 
(B-3 .109) 
58 
-+ { (-~~~) 2 
z z \T Xtt J-> 
+ -t, ( ~-~J} 1 (B-3 .110) 
- -- ( -fo. (/_2!1 \2. + q ~ c~-¥_z )2 + c ~ (_g~_\2 
-- d11 dX~)d Ozz V X,./3 J33 \. ;))(q ~ 
+ 2d;: c:~-),l*~1 + z dl: (~~ ~- c~i)} 
// 
-~ z d~~ {! ~!-), (- ~~)~J --z{z ;51: ( -E~)~ 
-~ ( vX'z.) --~ ( ~Xi)\ l -k 
-t 2.224- ~-)4 ~ + 2 d31f -~X4- ~ --- J~l} (B-3. 115) 
-k =~ ~ J c} 3 





Substitu-ting (B-3 .112) - (B-3 .114-) into (B-3 .110) one obtains 
af-ter rearrangement 
(13-3.118) 
Substituting (B-3. 99) and (B- 3 .117) into (B- 3 .118) 011e obtains 
+ 2 -F -:s 24-- .. /1 -- 2 +. --\ o'""IJ+ -- ("' "- 2/f 
23 J 4-1 J J 2-rL+z :5 ~:Y 
z.f~~:::yo::.f~+ }H 1+ A"-H'-tx'H 3 ] 
+ ( o)<. ( r 1 I 2 Oi z. ~ 3 ) :-:J -)-4 4- -t- )\ d LJ-4- -t- .A a 11~ -t- .A }i.J.Jt- / 
__ .f o Z _p I 4- ZL} . .D J!.J. 34 + ~44 (:s) + z ~c. :s :J- --l- 2 0<,3 :r 3 
j> 2.tf 31!- y o llf _p _o 21J 
-+ z rf..-23 -:J- .3 -- 2 ;;zlH -:J -:J- - 2 ;/,LI-2 J :J-
60 
61 




TI•.e following examples illustrate the use of the sufficiency 
conditions as developed in Section 4. Examples C-1 to C-3 handle 
three different cases of inequality constrained optima. In ex-
ample C--1 both objective and constraint functions are non-linear; 
in example C-2 only the constraint is linear; in example C-3 only 
the objective function is linear. Example C-2 and C--3 combine to 
show that the requirement of the twice-differentiability of both 
·}:···* 
objective and constraint functions can be relaxed in so111e cases. 
Example C-Lt- deals with a problem of three variables and one con-
straint and example C-5 a problem of four variables and three 
constraints. 
Example C-1. (6' 10) 
Determine the optimum of the follow.ing objective function: 
(C-1.1) 
which js subject to the constraint 
(C-1.2) 
Solution: 
Transform the inequality constraint to an equality con-
straint by introducing slack variable x3 defined so that 
(C -1. 2) becomes 
2_ qoo 0 --XI Xz -t-- x.3 
The slack variable is thus defined to be real. 
TI1e Lagrangian function is 
--?(X X v \ --- f + . ..J qt cJ., I ; / l. 1 1\.3 J -- /\ (} 
CJ -J -/ ~ 
1ooo X,+ Ll- ( 1o) X, Xe.. + 2-s (10 Xz 
-t- ,\1 ( crooo -)(I xt + x;) 
TI1e Lasrange necessary conditions are 
'1 -z - J l 
;(, == 0 ~ l ooo- 4-( to) X1 Xz.- A Xe 
'1 -l -z s 1 ;{ =--= 0 == -- 4- C Io) X1 Xz + Z- 5 (l o) -/\ X 1 
From (C-1.7) one notes that 
I )\ ::.:..= 0 or 
' 
v -o }..3-
(i) \'Jhcn A= 0, one obtains from (C-1.5), (C-1.6) and 
(C-1. 7) that x1 = 1000, x2 = 4, x3 = ± ~sooo i. 
Since x3 js imetginary, the above solution will not 
be considered. One can see cl(~arly that this 









(:ii) When x3 = 0, one obtains x1 = 1500, x2 = 6 and 
I )\ = +Ll7. 284-, if only non-negative solution is 
considered. 
C1wose x1 as the dependent variable and x2 and x3 as inde-
pendent variables, then for the point (1500, 6, 0) 
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-o 1 X _ _L_ J =--= 3} == - 2. == -b =F 0 (C-1. 9) 
Thus, the sufficiency condition can be appLied with the choice of 
x
1 
as the dependent variuble. Equation (l~ .18) becomes in this 
case 
~: I I 0 de. . <!ltP 
1~ ~~ o(l . c{lt·P 
·-I j~ ;z;, J;e . . . /z.J l+P B --- --
?-- (~:f 
(C --1.10) 
Jl~ ~p,j v{z. ;/ p Hf, i+p 
:J 
At the point (1500, 6, 0) 
J', = --xz --b 
:J~== - xl - /Soo 
d~=~ zx3 == 0 
/3?_==: ~3== 0 == /,3 =-= ~l 
h3 = ~.-\1 = ~34. s£3 
Thus, 
0 - G -/500 
:B, --I -b -3~5 -- J+CJ.3cg3 ( -t:,)z) 
-!5oo /f1.3'83 ZLJ. b9 J 
.2.lJ-b ~I >o 
0 -b --15 00 
-} -b .395 J-/.9-383 }3, - ----
z_ -- ( -b)2 
-/500 l-f9. 383 z!f69 I 
0 0 0 








Since B1 > 0 and B2 > 0 , the objective function at the po i_nt 
(15 00, 6, 0) has a (relative) minimum value. 
Exi.~mple C-~. 
Determine the optimum of the followin;,-_; objective function: 
(C-2.1) 








The Lagpangian function is 
(C-2.5) 
The Lagrange necessary conditions are 
(C-?..6) 
;( =---= 2. X e. --t- _,\I == 0 (C-2.7) 
0 (C-2.8) 
This set of equations has t\vO solutions; i.e., 
\! - -t--L• 




'/, = 0 3 ) (C-2.11) 
The solution of (C-2.10) violates the inequality of (C-2.2) 
and hence is to be ignored. 
Choose xl as the dependent var'iable and x2 and x3 lJS imJe-
pendcnt variables. Equation (4- .18) becomes in th.is case 
0 ~: ~~ I dltp 
~: ;;Ill ~?_ ~ltp 
G7 
-I B== ~~ cfc, !;t ~I+P (C-2.12) 
p ( -:Jo)'-
~r j' ;f . .. ;I p I _,. c_ 
ltP l+p, I l+f'.Jl t+f) l~P } 
At the point I I cz-) T., o) 
o I 
:J == :jl -l i= 0 
B = 3 2. 
Since both B1 and B2 are positive~ the stationary point is a 
1njnimum point. 
The reader can verify for himself that if (C-2.2) holds 
only for equality, then the same s·tationary point c-+' -t,o) 
results which in this case is also a minimum point. 
Determine ·the optimum of the following objective function 
(C-3.1) 
with the constraint 
~ 0 (C-3.2) 
Solution: 
Tl1e transformed problem is 
(C-3.3) 
subject to 
The Lagran~~ian function is 
The Lagrange necessary conditions are 
;( == I + z X z. A; == o 
~=== lt z X.,J\1 === 0 
~\ =- X12 -+-'X: -1- ~c.-- 1 0 
0 
This se·t of equations has two solutions; i.e. , 
XI ==~ }- ' I 1- -1 x- ---- X.3= 0 /\ - t-.12.-z..- ,rz- ' 
.J 
-\ 'X -\ X3== l X I= J-=-e...-) l=~r2. J 0} x==J2. 
Choose xl as the dcvendent variable and x2, x3 
cnt variables. Equation (I~. 18) becomes in this case 
~\ ~~ I 0 ;},tf 
6' j;l f:e-
. ~J!+f 
--I I B ==-- d~ ;;_, h?. . . . c/Z,ltf p (-:;o)e 









as i m1 ep end-
(C-3.12) 
2. 
At the point I I (-- --- o) u, .rT;> 
0 I 
-=r - d-,= [2 ~ 0 
B, - c:. J2 < 0 ::> Bz == 4-
Since B1 and B2 alternate in sign and sinee B1 is negative~ the 
stationary poin·t is a maximum point. 




Since both B1 and B2 are positive, the stationary point is a 
minimum point. 
The reader can prove for himself that even if (C-3.2) holds 
only for equality~ the optimum points will be the same; i.e., 
( I I ) . . . t d (-1 -1 ) Je.=, .J'C ~ o 1s a max1nmm po1n - an Te 7 ] z.-) o is a minimum point. 
Consider the objective function 
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(C-4.1) 




as the dependent variable and x2 and X3 as inde-
pendent variables. Equation (4.18) becomes in this case 
0 ;j\ 
d\ --1' dll 
B == --=1__ 
p ( :Jp)2 d~ ~ 










At the stationary point (12.6, 12.6, 6.3) 
B1 = 2 B2 = 12 ~ 
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(C-4.3) 
f= \..1 l. 
Since both B1 and B2 are posi-tive, the statioPary point is a 
minimum point. 
Considc~r the objective function 
(C-5.1) 





Choose x4 as the independent variuble and xl' x2, and X us 3 
dependent variables. Equation (L+.l8) becomes in this case 
0 0 0 ·I dj d~ d~ dl!f 
0 0 0 J~ d: dz 3 :r lf 
0 0 0 Jf j~ d~ d.3 Lt 
B= -I d~ ~~ ~I ~z. ~3 ~4- (C-5.5) --- ~: I (JOY 
d~ ~( d3 ~~ ~(_ J;_3 d;'t l. 2 
~u ~z. 3 ~: ~I J;l ;1;,3 ht 
d' lf dz Jt l~ 4 ~I ~7___ ch:> c4tt 
\vhere 
(C-'J.6) 
At ·the stationary point ([3, I, I_, 1 ) 
I )\ = -.23'8b3 
./ 
B I == - 4-. b I~ 3 
S · B tl1·i s is a maximum point. :Lnce 1 < 0 , . L 
At the s·tationary point (-[3_, /, !_, I ) 
)\[== 2 ;A == I, I 5 4- '9( .) J\ 3 = - _ 2..2:1s t, 3 
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Since B1 > 0 , this is a mirdmum point. 
At the sta-tionary point (3[3 => 5 J -1 > -1) 
\ )\ =-!?.:>.IS c3 
' 
C> J = zo. 7'£:11---G 
Since B1 < 0 , this is a maximum point. 
At t11e stationary point ( -3[3 _, s J _I.)-}) 
, this is a minimum point. 
* M. E. t-hmroe, tvlodern ~11!._lti-dirnensional:. Calf:'ulus, 1\ddison-l'Jcsley 
Publishing Company, Inc., Reading, Hassachusetts (1963). 
~·* A. H. Boas, n~1odern t-'lathematical Tools for Optimization, n 
~-}!~1ical Engineerir~_g, p. 98, January 1963. 
-J:·k* 
The sufficiency conditions do not apply to the linear programming 
problems which f:'LJnnot be solved by the Lagrange multiplier mt~ thod. 
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Appendix D 
Equations (3.16) and (4.18) are proved herein by induction 
reasoning. In Section D-1 the following relations are obtained: 




Three-Vni'iuble --- One-Constraint 
I 
(- ~) J~ t. I d') 




b.._a be__, i+f' 
BF b h 
1-rf; 2.. It~ l+p 
d~ I 0 d-,+r 
\ z J: ;f. I ~.>l+f 
-(:{) 
\ ;(~l JJ+f -,~·GHP 
(D-0. ll) 
p L c. 
Following closely the derivation of (D-0 .l) - (D-0 .t~) the 
reader (~an prove for himself that for the general one-constraint 
problem of n variables 
and 
-+~ (- I - J_~ ) J~/ 
. . 
b .. 0 b J+e, 2. \-+ f, H p 
(_1_)2 





\J Jft" H9,\ - .. d. 
I J.; l+f; Hf 
p == l 2 . . . c 1-1-l) ) J ) 
In Section D-2 the following relations are obtained: 








0 0 d\ d~ :J' _:; 
0 0 d~ d~ d; 
I \{_ &~ J~ il ltz ~3 ( I (D-0. 8) \-:r~) 
I J~ /f JZ2 h> 6z J-zl 
J~ J; 13\ ~z_ -;133 
Four-Variable -- Two-Constraint 
2. l<j 2- ;:::rKF K 2 J fx (- -:y;) = 2 (- -j·) ;} . (D-0. 9) 
!<=I }<.=1 d 
~ = 3/ It 





J! I 0 0 dzq 
0 0 d-~ d~f 
I c. dl, d~ ;£ 4ztp (D-0 .10) (]·) 
Jl j2 ;! :! 
2.*F Z+f Z.t~l 2te 2+P 
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Folloh;ing closc~ly the der·ivation of (D-0.7) - (D-0.]0) the 
reader can prove for himself that for the general two-constraint 
problem of n variables 
(D--0.] l) 
tT 
1 3 J.f ·-· YL 
_) J .) 
b33 63-' 2tf' 
Br 
b b 
2+f; ?> 2 .. \f, lt-p 
d: I 0 0 dar 
0 0 a'Z (}t d~f /-IJ d~ d~ J)l c{Hf (D-0.12) ' __ o 
\J 
J\ dz I .f 
Ztf 2+f 21-f.,~ \ 2-\f;~-\y 
P === \ z · · · rY'I-Z) } .I )'-.. 
In vie\v of these resul·ts it \vould be plausible to guess that 
for general constrained problems of m constraints and n variables 
(D-0 .13) 
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b b I rtlfl_,r--.-t 1 V>lt~,f~ Bf I I 
I 
b b I »l-1 f'J Mt I ht!J Wltp 
0 0 d: \ d-h1tf' 
0 6h'\ 1-"'1 (-1)~ 0 d r"'l1'f' \ 
d:--- ~7 Jll J(M~ (D-0 .llq -----f --..-o yz 
\. __) .I 
P == I 2 · · · ( n.-m) 
.) / _.) 
\vhieh are respectively copresponding to equations (3 .16) and 
( 1+e 18) • 
'I11e proof of (D-0 .13) and (D-0 .1!~) for four-variable --
three-cons·traint case is presented in S('ction D-3. For problc~ms 
of more constr'aints and variables the proof is sjmil<tr. Thus, 
one may conclude t~hat (3. 16) and (ll- .18) are generally true. 
D-1. One-Constraint Cases 
D-la. T\vo-Variable -- One-Cons·traint 
Consider ·the objective function 
(D-1.1) 
with the ccmstL'aint 
(D-1.2) 
The Lagr~ngian function is 
Choose _\1 so that 
Therefore 




By use of thE chain rule one obtains 
dS 
d ~ \ -- - q \ d ' J t q I d \j 
c a -- d I X I . uz. Z. 
From (D-1.7) one obtains 
- _Q~_ dY1= 3: dYz 
provided that 













I __ I - -~111- ~~ '--z -- ·tz o a<-
Using the chain rule again one obtains 
d (dS)~ = ~x1 ( L,_ d Xz) d X,+ : x, ( L. d X,) dX, 
L21 d ~<~ d X\ -t-- j_zz ( d Xz)2 
~-(~~z) a(dX2 ) 
-t- L dX + L ·----- --- d X 
2 0 X I I -z. 0 XL z.. 
Noting that 
o(dXz) 
___ X ___ =o 
V I 
one obtains 
d(dS) ~--=L cJX dX -4- L (dX)2 j -z1 z. 1 zz. 2 
Substituting (D-1.8) into (D-1.15) one obtains 
Let 
[ -~2ZJ'~-~r LJf ~ J 
( 622] cax.3 
B --·- b ----- -1 n 









(d 25)d > 0 
( d2 5)d <. 0 
It can be shown that 
0 d\ d~ 
qll _p . .P 
0 ~~~ .1--it 
d~ ~I /22 
for a min5mum 
for a maximum 
for a minimum 
for a maximum 









Substituting (D-1.21) and (D-1.22) into (D-1.17) CJrie obtains 
0 J~ o-! 
I z. 
c3\ ;£;1 ~2 
= - c~:J J~ u~ ~?_ 
Therefor~=, the ppoof is complete. 
D-lb. Three- Variable -- One--Constraint 
Consider the objective funcl:ion 
S =-= f(X X X) I.J 2J 3 
'vith the const-raint 
The Lagra.ngian function is 
Choose ~ so thllt 












I d, =--= 0 (D-1. 20) 
By use of the chain rule one obtains 
(D--1. 3 0) 
d 9' -- q' X + ql X + ar_' X --0 -- 01 d \\ Oz d 2 e13 L1 ; -- 0 (D-1. 31) 
(D-1 .32) 
From (D-1.:11) and (D-1.32) one obtains 
( d s) = - !: ( d~ d Xz + J~ d t,} + ·G d X z + -G d X3 ;j 01 
( fe - ;; J: ) d X z + ( -G - ~; d ~) d X3 
(D-1 . 3 3) 
\vhere 
(D-l.. 31~) 
Using the chain rule again one obtains 






1 = t .3 . 0 J / J ~ l 2 :l. ..) .) ..-' (D-1.36) 
one obtains 
(D-1.37) 
From (D-1.32) and (D-1.37) one obtains 
(d 2s)~ = ~:- [ Lu_ d; - 121 :1~ J C d xJ· 
i __ L_ [ I l L ! L ~ I L q IJ :1 X d X 
-- (j: L- 3 z_ d I + 2 3 d) -~ 21 c:J J - -31 d c. C 2 3 
+ ;~; ( L33 d:- LBI d~J (d'/J• (D-l.3H) 
Rewrite (D-1.39) as 
b2Z bl3 d x2. 








The sufficiency conditiuns are that 
For a minimum, B, > 0 B > 0 
.) z (D-l.ltl+) 
For a maximum, B, <.. o, Bz >O 
It can be shown that 
0 ;J\ J~ 
B, == b22. :::=:::: -I 
jl jll ~z I ( d~y~ J; Jz, ftt 
(D-1. r~s) 
and 
0 d1J J~ d: 
b22 ~3 




z. b3l. b33 (JIIf ~~ Jz, hz ~3 
d~ ;,, ~z ~3 
8S 
To prove (D-1.45) and (D-l.L!-G) une not_icr~s from (D-1.21) and 
(D-1. 22) that 
L21 i: ( i, J,'- /., }~) 
Lzz = d: ( ~z d: - /,~ d~) 
Similarly, one obtains 
l-~3 I I~ I __ ~f I) --- \ 0 C..3 J 1 c.--:< 13 d l(): 
I (~I Jfl --~~ J~) L3l -----d1t 
l~3z :;: ( ~2 d: - v~:z_ d~) 







Substituting (D-1. '+1) - (D-1. 1~3) and (D- 1. l+ 7) - (D-1. S 2) into 
(D-1.1+5) and (D-l.'IG) one obtains 
0 J-', J~ 
I d: ---- i;\ ~z (D-1. 53) ('JI')2 J~ 1;_1 jJ c/"'2 z 
= (j} [ (J ,' )Lf ( ~' 1;3 -~3 "'J 
-
2(J:)3 [ J~ ( ~2~;--dr3 ~3) 
+ d~ (~3 ~2- /_, 1:3) J 
+ ( JJ ( (J~f ( i,', ~3- d:3 ~/) 
+ £:):j~ (1;2~3--~, ~3) 
+ ( d~)2 (:Ill ~l-/,~ ~,))} 
0 j' l d~ d; 
I 2 dl ~I J;z ~3 
-- f~) I ~~ ~I ~z dr..3 
d~ ~I ~~ :/.33 
There~ fore, the proof is complete. 
D-2. Two-Constraint Cases 
D-2a. Three-Variable -- Two-Constr-aint 
Considt?P the objective function 




with the constraints 
d ' ( x, .. 'XC; X3 -) 
d-2 ( X,_, X z / )(3 ) 
The Lagrangian function is 
0 
0 
..-1 f ll cZ. d-.. == . + _,\. d --1- ,\ 3-
Choose l /\.. and 2 ,\ so that 
Frorn equation (D-2.5) and (D-2.6) one obtains 
I )\ = 
provided that 
1vhere 
~dl J J'- I 
··---- l 
:c; X1 v X\ 
0l'jl -~j_c 














By use of the chain rule one obtains 
dS 
From (D-2 .llt-) and (D-2 .15) one obtains 
J3 
:J 
--30 d X3 
23 
d X== (_ 
:r 
---





(D- 2. l'+) 





Substituting (D-2.16) and (D-2.17) into (D-2.13) one obtains 












2 L3n dX7- dX, d(dS) == .... '"" A (D-2.25) 
:3 },=I 
Substitutjng (D-2.16) and (D-2.17) into (D-2.25) one obtains 
(ls)d= [ L3, (- ~:) + L3J-i~J 
= ( b3J (dX3 ) 
Let 
The sufficiency conditions are tl1at 
B, >O for 
BJ < 0 for 
It can be shmvn that 
~~ I 0 0 c~z 
0 0 d~ d: 
2 
Bl 
I I ) \ jo 01J d2 l ;It, ~z 
d~ dz t ~I hz 












To prove (D-2. 29) one observes from (D-2. 26) and (D- 2. 27) 
+ L_,3 (D-2. 30) 
Similar operations as in (D-2.20) lead to 
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[ C'' ~2)] 
B, L33 -- J -x;-~>t~- I ---------- d3 :Jo 
+ 
( =rei J L,)J 
- - -ji-- X, __ ~c 
.3 (D-2.31) 
Rewrite (D-2. 31) as 
d: 0~ d~ 
B,= 3~ dz :;; J-o l (D-2. 32) 
L3\ L3t. L33 
Now, comparing (D-2.32) with (D-2. 29) one notes that the follow-
ing relation m11s·t be true: 
0 0 ~\ 3~ J~ 
~~ 2~ ~~ 0 0 ;J~ ;J: j~ 
~~ ~t d~ 




L3, L3z L3?> ~~ ~~ h_, h_,_ /23 
~~ dl .3 ~~ ~z ./;3 
Let LHS and lUIS be respectively the left hand side of an equation. 
Thus, for (D-2.33) 
(D-2.3q) 
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~! 6~ ~ 
RHS 0 ;j~ d: lz3 Jo J 
d~ .j~ "1,3 
;)' d~ 1" di d~ "' r I 23 (~f ~e 13 c) I J: dz, (D-2. 35) J 3~ -J I l 2 
d; jz ~t jl d; ~\ 3 3 
C omp u.r in g (D ·- 2 . 3 '+) with (D-2. 35) one notes that tJ1e following 





1-3\ \ d~ dz j21 
(D-2.36) 
---Jo z. 




(D-2. 3 7) 
l C~t L 3l :J~ ;)' ~-:Jo z 
d~ Jz ;;z :.3 
d: J~ -;t3 
I d~ d: ~3 
(D-2. 38) 
L -- ---33 -- Jo 
d~ d; 1;3 
Since (D-2. 36), (D-2. 37) and (D-2. 38) c.-:_re similar to one 
another one needs just prove one of them. The proof of (D-2.38) 
is illustrated as follows: 
'iiJhere 
(D-2.lJO) ) . .J 




FHS -- L 37-1 [ o Jo 3 (D-2 .'~2) 
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Comparing (D-2.t~l) with (D-2.42) one notes that the following 
relations must be true: 
(D-2. 43) 
(D-2. 44) 
Noting (D-2. 7) one obtains for (D-2 .'+3) 
L!JS 
(D-2. t~S) 
J<fiS (D--2. ~~6) 
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Comparing (D-2. 45) with (D-2 .'+G) one notes that the follm .. ,ing 
relation must be true: 
(D-2.!J7) 
To prove (D-2 .'-1-7) one notes that 
2.f 
LJ-15 =- jo ( J,: ffz2 --(J,: :J,z) 
~o ( j: +:_-ij~f,) (de: d:- d,~ :1,2.) 
f(!/5 = - ~~ [ --( J~3 -~-jl: fz) Jo 
-t- ( 2:3 d: -J~3 j~) Jtf J 
--j~ [- C~z~-F:-d~:-G)(~:~:-d~J,z) 
+ ( ;1:3 Ji- dl~ J!) ( f, ;;:-£ d:) J 
_ _ I_ (- ~ z_ f- -1 ~-z_ + q 2 _C' ql qt + q 2 c 1 qz J o __ ~ cs- I d 1 2. u ;;3 T 1 0 c ctr 0 I~ T 2 d 1 cJ i:. 
(D-2.Lt8) 
2 [: - - l ~ -, c1 2. J~ _. c.{i -~ c <12 -[ q I } 2 -~-0c;r31z. d 1 oc.. +_tJ-2&1, cJt az- 02,:, z cJI 1 
--
-- CJ 2. r 1 z. -+- q_ z. r __ --cf( q cJ 
0 13 -tl d z dz J-P --rz. d z cJ 1 
I [ e e ( I f . I r) 2. z. ( 1 -F.-- j\ t)] 
- J-o d23 J/ Jz f1 -- '2!1 J;,_ - d, :1, ,12 I Ct 2 
. -- _ _!__ [ ('J c q_ ~- d 2- Jz.) ( d~ t. --J\ { )J Jo 23 () I 13 z I 
TJlUS' equation (D-- 2. !+3) is pi'Oved. 
For (D-2. 44) one notes that 
.a J: d~ i "2.. 0 J~ d; LH5 ~x3 ~ +z + 0X3 J~ ~g 
( \ I -t 1 f ___ I f I (' ) 
-rz d1-' dt 23 J23 1 -- dzT13 
-t ;\ ( d: J2: + dz2 Jl~- d; J1~ -- J: :3)3 J 
== d: ( ~3 +A?_ J:3) - J~ ( ~3 + A2 J,~) 
i- c r l __ r ql -+- c.( g<! 1 -~-q2 ql )~I 
·tz d/3 r, 0 23 >- 0 2- dJ3 t71 c23 ) 
=~-= ( J: :IZ3·---d~~3) - /'! ( d11 J~3-J~ J1~) 
+ C t j:,- ~ ~~3 + A 2 cd: J~~- Jl'- :1~) J (D-2.SO) 
(D-2. 51) 
Comparing (D- 2. 50) with (D-2. Sl) one notes ·that the following 
relation nust be true: 
(D-2. S 2) 
For (D-2.52) one notes that 
Jlf( ) 
i_HS = - -j;- :1: J~-' -- d~ J,', 
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(D-2.53) 
__ _ L_ ('"" (' q_ 2 {' 2) ( q \ ql "'I ?\I ) 
- _j 0 T1 t!z- -r-z J1 (:Jl 0 z3 -- clc. vJ3 (D- 2. 54) 
Thus equation (D- 2. 4-tq is proved. Hence, equation (D-2. 38) is 
proved. 
Equa·tions (D-2., 36) and (D- 2. 37) can be proved similarly. 
Hence equa·tion (D-2. 33) is proved.. Thr:cefore, t:he proof of 
(D-2.39) is complete .. 
D--2b.. Four-Variable -- Two-Constraint 
Consider the objective fi1nction 
(D-2. 55) 
with the constraints 
d1 (X,_, Y2) X3_~ X4) == o 
dz (X, J Xc__~ x3.J XI}) = 0 
The Lagrangian function is 
Choose ')-... 1 and :A 2 in such a way that 
-f ( I I z. 2 
c:r( I = 1 1 + /. ~I -+ )\ cY I 0 
;-/ =..: f + )\1 d\ -l- .A2 (~·~ == 0 
Z. 2 Z Ol 
From (D·-2.59) and (D-2.60) one obtains 
_J"lf' 
)..1 ::.:= - -----/\ Jo 
2f. 
J 
)-. 2 === -- -Jc; 
where 













From (D-2.67) and (D-2.68) one obtains 
\vhc:re 
~13 = J- (f>,{) 
=(= J ( {-',- ~~) 





(D·-2. 7 2) 
(D-2. 73) 
Substituting (D-2. 69) and (D-2. 70) into (D-;::. GG) one ohtajns 
(dS)~ o= [ f ~-~:) + { (- -~:) + ~ J dX:3 
+ ( ~ t ~~~) -+- +; E i() + -~~ J d X~ (D- 2. 7 S) 



















Substituting (D-2.69) and (D-2.70) into (D-2.81) one obtains 
(D-2. 82) 
Rewrite (D-2 .. 82) as 
6 b [ dX3J /d~S) ( d X3 d }(Lf J .33> 31f b-~-~ d~ (~-2.83) \ d- t?.4 
, ' \vncre 
63~ == b4-3 




+ - -J-o) L1+2 + (- ~:) c,J (D-2. SS) 
(D-2.86) 
Let 
b3?> . b3_, ztp 
B~ (D-2.87) 
b2t-f';3. b p =--= l ~ 2. 2trJ ztr ) 
Ther'efore, the sufficiency conditions are that 
B, > o) Bz) 0 for a minimum (D-2.B8) 
B,<:: o) 52 ) 0 for a maximum 
It can be shown that 
B= I b33 
0 0 :0\ J~ J~ 
0 0 d~ d~ d: 
I 2. J~ ~~ J;, ~L !t3 (J~ 
d~ ;;: fz_l ~z ~; 
(D-2.89) 
0~~ ~;: ~~ c{z ~?; 
u.nd 
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~\ J~ J~ \ 0 0 <-AJ+ 
0 0 d~ :}; d~ qz {14 
d: d~ dtl ~L .f -I (j-~2 '"'l3 c,!.llf- (D-2.00) d~ d~ v~l ;;?_ ;;_3 hit 
d~ J' ) ;(31 f;~ 133 :4»; 
dl 
Jt J~ 41 ,lft-2_ ~3 .-f ~""'.44-
It is noted that (D-2. 89) can be proved in the some manner 
as (D-2o29). The fact that the two equations have differ(~llt 
number of variables involved does not make any difference to the 
ppoof as shown in (D-2. 30) - (D-2. 5l.J-) • 
To prove (D-2.90) one first notes from (D-2.36) - (D-2.38) 
that 
J: J~ ~I 
dl Jz ~I 2. l_ (D-2.01) 
Jl 
.3 d~ &~I 
<J', d~ ~?_ 
d~ ~: ;/Z.?.. (D-2.92) 




d~ '}2. I ~z 
} d~ J: :hz L == -----
/f2 Jo d~ Jz ;(2 4 
(D-2.95) 
<j' :J; ~!lr I (D-2.96) 
Ll'l = -jo dl d2 ~4 z 2. 
I d: ~~I Jlt 
~~ ~~ .;:3 (D-2. 97) 
LLI-3 ~ 
I j: ~3 J-o Jz_ 
2~ J2 4- ?<+3 
lOS 
dl 
I d~ ~1~1 
L3lf d~ ;t~ :.t;lf (D-2. CJ8) Jo VL 
I ~y -f d3 3 <7'-.34 
Note that L3lf is different from Llf3 \vhile ~'+ :::~=- ~3 
Substituting (D-2.91) - (D-2.98) into (D-2.8'~) - (D-2.86) one 
obtains 
-- i' (-- ;(,, ]"'3---;( f\ "' J-~ J 
= ( ~=9,_ ( (rf~, -- z J-O ( J%, 1- i.%J 
+(:J''}i;, + c_ J''f3ot,, +(J''}~,J 
b --- b 
3rt lJ-3 
_ __!_ (-' )2 ( J-Oe 1 J-0 _ _./) 1 24-__ :t ]-'~+) -- 2 =ro :;. Jt-3 c~ 23 13 
_Til+ ( J J o _ _.f _] z3 __ / J-'3) 
...J "'' 31 o<z1 11 
_23 (;/. } 0 __ _;:; J-c.q__ J J- 14") 
] J+2. /zz. C'.Jz / 
(D-2. 09) 
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(D- 2. 100) 
b4J+ = (-J:} [ Jo(,/A't :Jo -~~ J-'"-~" JN) 
_ =r''+ ( ;;( --ro_ --f --T 2~ --/ -~ 14-) 
1+1 ._) c:::-(21 J 0 II J 
(D-2 .101) 
Now, 
b 6 ( _ _l_)if =:~ I J-o X 33 4-4- \. 
[ (-s } /,. :1114 
+ ( Tof C· Z ;{, ( :t;:, + j%,) -- 2 ~ ( }~,:!- }1~1 ) J 
,/ . 
)2.l c 14 !4 JLt C4 n Z.lJ- 2tJ- ) + ( J-o ~:Z:.3 ~ J J;J -t 2 ~J J ~ 1- + J J J. z 
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+ ~zcr=rz:~z)- 2 ( Jz:t:z + J_;~~) X 
( J )3J\~ -:-{ -+ 2_ ]_]3J.2~-f ·+ J_231Z~-t ·<l c II - c.-~ ! 2- ' J e-"' 2 2 ) ) 
+ 2 _Jl}J24 __p .P -+ 2 j3 j_j!3~P ,{, J c-(1Zo(33 c7<!Z'-' J+iJ-
2 2 l 
-l ( z.q_) i ~f -t- c-J-- 3) _p _-[> 
- J 0 2Z j. 33 v c:-Zzl. (;J._Iflf· 
+ LJ- ( J-' 3J1~t cflJ-1 -j- J'3/%', :/;z 
+ J23fq;t_;, i;./ i3f":{>{J J 
and 
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4- ( J':> )2 Jilt -{ f -+ ( J- 13>)2_ J- 24 -l -f 
. c; lj L 4-1 <.7'-ll cA i.J.L 
+ 2 _,13 )24Jl't :l ---P + z J2..3J·24Jl4 -/: -! 
..) • 0 I~ o<'3\ C"'- 12. ""3 2. 
-t 
2 
___ 1:, Jz3 11~ _p + 2 J 13J_.c3 _}z'f .-? _p 
_j __) ._-'..,lz v--ZJtl - drz D<tt2. 
+ ( J.2.3)z J'~/ cf -+ /_. _23 )z Jztt~p J?J 
\, 2 2 J.l.l \ J / ' , . ...( 2 L'~..f..l.f-2_ 
t- ( :t'J'~:t,j + (J" J':i,l) +(J"J'')'~ :1,_2 -j-( lJ/')~1 fz. 
+ c [ ( ]" )._ Jl~ J'-:t'\1 J,, + ] 13 ft;'~J,:t;l of;,_ 
+ ( f'f J~~ J2¥},',_fz,_ -r 
+ ij- J-13 J" JJlf f4 ( d,J'- } 
b.34- b'+3 == ( b3 'l} cc-~ ( 6~3) 2 
= (-~·) [ (T)'f C ;~;S 
-- L (:I") ( J':f,, J.;, + ]'::(,, ;;{., 
(D-2 .102) 
+ ]1'.:1,.,~3+ f:~";~uJ 
+ ( J 13CZ:~, ) 2 
-+ 2 ( J- !3 jl+_p i + J- 13 J __ Zlf __p :f ~\1 4-.3 cX~2 4-3 
+ -.-J4- 1 clf- y _p + J-13 J-Jil d: y J J 0<.31 0'-3z. 3} (;lil-1 
23 llj-~ - -)3- .2'1} 
-f- J J G 31 ~Vl. + J J ~Z.c/~1-J 
+ J23 )24./ J:. + ]-'~ J_2.3 __ j' _ _p )\l 
3Z lfZ d4.J o(J.tz. 0 
( 
0 ) ( J_I3(J)lj.)2-f __// JI?>J--J4JZL/~f. fl 
-- 2 J c<--11 0'-3 \ -+ c 11 0<2-z 
+ 
t ( J-r~)z. -J-ltt .P ~..P -t )!3 }2.3}14-__ f _._P L dltl ;) Ltl '-"'II C"'J-2. 
+ J-13 J-i~J-':t;2 ~I-+ (JI3) J2~;;2 ;(lfi 
-r J-ta. Jz3Jzlf-_z 1 + /Jm)2.]13_-P ..f' C- }2 /.).2 \_< o<'j?_c<;3C. 
+ _1 z.3(-rl4-)'- 1:1. + _Jz.;_Tltt J_zt+_p _P 
._._] <.__) v 2) 3 J - J L ;.<'2) ;,{ .. 3l .. 
+ J-_73]_\3]14- ;{ :! + (J23)2. J-14 L ~P 
c. Z-1 c; J.l.j c Zl 0<4-z. 
+ ]_23 ~~!lJ_Il} -f,7.. i; I -f- :;?.3 (J-z~}~-~2 1:-e.. 




+ z l ( J·'3>)c J- ;4- J-2Lf ---f . p -t _1 23JJ3 (JN \2 ~p . .fl 
. '-.,. II d1 L. _) · .J c 1 11 o< 2 l 
+ _j___z3\13.J~ttj-l!f ../ ..P + 1 za_TI3 J ..:l'}Jllf d ;;f. 
.J o-- II 02 z ._) ....) - I z 21 
Substituting (D-2.103) and (D-2.103) into (D-2.90) one obtains 
= Cof[ (Tt ( ~,d~ - o/,;3 d;,~) 
- 2 (-J ')3 ( f' ( /.z z{~ - vt:, J:J 
-- _13 / f ? --1 p ) 
+ J ( ;< 3 1 ~1Pt- -- 0tu i<4-3 
--- 2 ( J!3 }'* d c;l, -+ ,2.~-:;- 14 _p A' ) 
· 3Z ·+-1 __) d31 0~2. 
_ ? : J-'3 J-21/- -r _p J-2.? __ -JLJ- --r -:r \I (_ \ c..Z 12. cl1-3 -t J d 21 c- lf-3 /0 
+ -Tl3 Jv+-JJ4- ( ~ ~ f. ) 
._) c::;;-(12 31- o 11 :<:z 
---13 J 23 -J2Lt ( J :! --? _p ) + J - \. 1---,.( 12 " 4 z. - - e<?. < ;:,< tH 
+ f' ]2'1 J'~ ( j'21 d',<-- J:z ~~) J 
+ [ ~ CJ"J'~~s - (J,J"dJ 
-- J- G~ J-13 j2~ J-ltf- ( c~ \ cf; 2- cf;z ~I ) 
lll 
= ( ~~H~ { ( T/ ( ;!,, ~.- :f,,, ~3) 
+ 2_ (Jo/ (- i' (~ d .. -v~q }.;'3) 
+ J- 2.1} ( !I _ _p _.p ---? ) 
c:/z:> ;t .3 tt ~ d 24- o< .33 
+ J \~ ( ·i3 ~If-:/:,. c:(..) J 
( 
0 )2. ( 1~ 1 zct -l-23JJ4) ( _p _p _p .P ) + 2_ -; .J .._.) -~ ._/ ~ o<' 3 I ~I+<:-- c..,( 3 Z CJ /.f-1 
+ (sa)'[ (J"f ( ;t;, ~~~- ;f,,,i:,,) 
-+ ( :Jz4) 2 ( ;{2 1;3- J;3 J;z) 
+ (.J-1' / ( j" :!,, - ;!,,. i'.J 
-+ (J 14 )C ( ~ ~?_ -Ct:3~J) 
2 J2.3J 13 / _p .P ---f _p ) 
- (__ ;(' Z..l c;<LP.f- c( Zlf ~ 4) 
_z ~+ _L:> ( __ p -;/ _ d_ -l ) 
-- 2 J J 0£ Z. I " Z '+ - c: z 4 v ._3 I 
] 12 
-+ J'~(~~ 1,',-- hA~ )- J 13(d ~z o;~,, ~~) 
+ JJ'\ ::f, ~'-- ~'- ~r) J 
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-t- (J-2!1--y-13_ J--2.3]--;LJ-) 2 (~-1 d_ -- ~f' /.) ] J c-11 "" ZZ vf-12 2! (D-2.10'+) 
Now expanding the determinant in (D-2.90) one obtains 
I c. Pc ~== ( 3-o) x 
{ ( T )' ( ,;(3 ~t.:" - c/, .• J.:,) 
J -I ?> { ---? -P -----? ~P ) - \ c<:3 -;:;-<l+'--1-- v(l'--1- <---<4-3 
o -- .3 4- ( ~P ----!' _p ) 
---\- 2_ .J 5 C;/3\ ~l. -- C~3~ ;.t_l}J 
__ 2 JUJ-.24 ( ! __p _ _p _p ) 
"- 22 (/{~If ,,/24 d3z. 
. - 1- 2 4 J- 1 ~ ( I p _ ---r y ) 
- 2 _) \.C. Zl ,-;J 34· ~24 ;;_..{.31 
._j_zq. J-14- ( J /p __ .--f _p) 1- 2_ _ • l_ c Zl j33 ofz.3 d'31 
+ z J'' J' 4- r1. I .t;'" -- 1,'4 .;;;,) J 
+ Z j-'t - J_n ( ~\ J:,- -J;_z h1) 
w11.cre 
j- I~ (,-~1 ~2- ~l J:l) 





Comparing (D-2.102) with (D-2.105) one: nctcs that the rollowi
11
g 
rellltions must be tl'ue: 
For equation (D-2 .107) 
-1- ~ 1 01 z. .ql q z. 
cJz c 1 C'~-t c/3 
(D-2 .107) 
R H S (D-2 .10~3) I 
Thus, ·the proof of equation (D-2. 9 0) is complete. 
D-3. Four-Variable -- Threc-ConstraJnt 
Consider the objective function 
with the constraints 
J' c x,) v.CJ x3_; Ylj-) 
J 2 ( X I) Xz) x3 ) X4-) 
J :, ( X, ) X'z , X~ ) x~) 




C1100 -:::e ..,.l, '). 2 d \. 3 · h tl t _ ~ /\ ,, an A 1n sue a way -1a 
0 c I q I 2 C{~ 3 q3 d-z. T z + )\ dz + X d z + A cJ z.. =--= 0 
From (D-3.6) - (D-3.8) one obtains 
...-----



















Use the chain rule to obtain 













Substituting (D-3. 20) - (D-3. 22) into (D-3 .16) one obtaillS 
(D-3. 25) 




(D- 3. 2CJ) 
Use the chain rule again to obtain 
(D-3. 30) 
Nor. ing ·that 
0(d~_t+) 










Tht~ sufficiency conditions are that 
B, > o 
B,< o 
fol" a minimum 




(D-3. 3 6) 
(D-3.37) 
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It can be shown that 
J\ d~ :Y I 0 0 0 Jlt 3 
0 0 0 d~ J: d~ d~ 
0 0 
3 d;. J~ d~ 0 0\ L. 
-I ~\ ~~ d~ J.\\ v~?_ __..! j',y. B, -- d I:; (D-3.38) (J 0)2 I 
3~ J: j; ;fzl c-fz<. ,;;12.3 ;f.llf 
ql d~ J; 03 0~\ -:/;z :!.33 ~q. 
J~ J~ J! cf41 :l;p .. j43 0;~ 
To prove (D-3. 27) let 
( ~ s J(-~-~) --- -J d_'J __ t:L) (D-3. 39) ---
-- )( F .? '>( -fc. _, T1- / s) p.J -k. :..:-1_, z ..)3 
then 
- Itt I (Z3) J =-= c14J -z-3 - d~ J(~~) -t- J~ J (-H) (D-3 .'W) 
(D-3 .In) 
(D-3.L~2) 
Subst.itutjng (D-3 .l~O) - (D-3. Lt2) into (D--3. 26) one obtains 
( dS);t == ( -+;,- j-o ( -~ =r"'+ fz T'\ iJ ]-3") J dX~~ 
= [ +~~- J{-!; ( ZJ~ JCfftJ - J~ J(H) + :J! Jtt5)) 
d x4-
[ +t-~{d~ (~J({i)-f,_JC~}r-GJCf:)) 
-r J~ (- t, J c:) + { ~;c-:~) -- --~ J-c-+~~ 
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+ g ( -f; JG}) -f. JC ~D+~ JCm)J} x 
cl XI\-
= { -f't - }:o ( J~ _:}If+ d~ J >f + d! J-3f)} X d)( 
{ ( 
3 1f1 I ( .=r2f) 2. ( .=J3f. ~} = +~ -+ - j;;) d!J- + \"s-o d!j -j- \- J·J ;J,j- cj )(" (D-1.1f3) 
Thus, the proof of (D-3.27) is co!llplete. 
Now, for the proof ·o [ (D- 3. 38) one first notes from 
(D-3. 3S) -tha·t 
~: ~~ jl .3 J~ 
I o: d-~ j~ }> d~ (D-3. 41q B===-I J-o :1~ ~; d: d~ 
L4, Luz Ll-}} 44-
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CompGring (D-3. 38) with (D-3.1J~-) one notes that the follm>J-
ing relation must be true: 
~\ J~ J~ J~ 
d~ d~ :32. 3 ;r 4-
d~ J~ d:> d?> 3 Jt 
L4-, L~ Ll.}3 L1+4 
0 0 0 di J~ 2~ Jh 
0 0 0 d~ J: d; d~ 
0 0 0 dt d~ J; d; 
___ I J~ J~ ~~ ~' &'~, C/.:(lf (D-3.1~5) d~ J-o 
d~ J: d: ~~ /zz G-1;3 c:4~~-
d~ :J: ~g ~I ~z d;3 ~It 
d~ J~ J~ c/41 4~ ~f C7"-.J+3 ~4 
For equ3. tion (D-3. 1-l-5) 
LH5 (D-3.lt6) 
_L [ Glf .Jo 3 3 J-f RI-J_S G .:J Jf> 
2 J2L} - G' ~1'" J -- G (D-3 .tn) 
where 
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j~ dz I d3 I ~~ 
d~ d~ d3 A' GR z. c/'2..9.. (D- 3. IJH) 
~~ dz.. d~ ,/' .? o'·3SZ 
J~ d~ d! ;!11-Q 
Comparing (D-3.46) with (D-3.47) one notes that the following 
relations must be true: 
LJ-+4 
(D- 3. lt<J) 
Ln3 (D-3. SO) 
(D-3. Sl) 
LlJ-l == 
(D- 3. S2) 
Since (D-3.49) - (D-3.52) are s.i.milar to one another, one 
needs only prove one of them. Tiw proof of (D-3. 52) is illus-




~~ <J~ ell, 
I L)f,~ 0 d~ d~ d~ ~\ ------- --]-0 
J; J: ~\ 
Jl 'J3 ~~ dll ~~ c/11 I I 
+ J: 31 J"' clzl 3 J; J: ~I z l -- J Jj-
I dl d~ ;;, J~ J; v;) .3 .3 
(D-3.S3) 
L4-, -- -}o{ ( J:f + ) J~] ~~ + ( Jlz~t-),• J~) J~ 
+ ( ]_,3f_j- ;! ~<J j~} (D-3. SL~) 
Comparing 
(D-3.53) with (D-3.5'~) one notes that the foUowing 
relation must be true: 
12S 
d~ d3 I ~\ 
~If \ 0 d~ d3 ~I \-+ )\ J =--= (D-3. SS) 2 





( _ zf 2 o) 
--- Jl + /-. J, == J~ d~ c>J;l (D-3. S 6) 
J' 3 ~3 3 ~\ 
d' I (~r~ I o!;, 
3f 3 0 
-J\ +/\} == j~ dl. del (D-3.S7) z 
d; J; J;\ 
For equation (D-3 .55) 
(D-3.S8) 
f, f 2 f3 d~ J~ J~ 
L~S ~ j~ 
dz J; I .a d~ ~r (); 2, + )\--- 2 
aX1 .a XI ~3 a; J~ d~ d: d; I 3 
( f;, J(-;}) - ;, J(ft-) -t -G, J{H) 
L (B)+ 2 (D)- ~- (B) 
- d !\ J 2-3 d Z\ J l 3 d .31 ~ 12 
where 
+ d 3 J ( ~3) - q3 J (£_2_) + q3 J.- (-f~)'l ll . t:.) uz, . 13 013( 12 ~ 
I c ctl ] c~~) __ I ](-~~) I -c 23) 
-t- -A dll z3 dz1 J 3 -+ d31 J T2-
Dt 
2 
-T (j_~~ + qz. (Jl.) - '1 ~ - · ( !3) 
o li __) 2.3) · Oz 1 =r 13 0 3 1 J lz 
3 J-( /2) q3 -T( 12) J3 -- ( JZ.)\1 
-+ ~ 1 1 2-j -- 0 z 1 ,_) l3 -t 3 1 J li- j 
:J( 1fJ [ {, + /\' d:, + )/- J~ + /-3 d~,J 
l('~~) [ f I I 2 q Z 3 3J 
- _) 13 21 + A d z I + )\ 0 z J + )\ d 21 
-~- J(.f2jc r --1 \.1 ql zq2 ]' q3J 
I 2.) 73 I - /\ d31 + )\. d 3l -f- /\ cl3j 
+ x c- ;;,~ .Jc-~n + J,~ J-c-+D- ;)3~ .J(}D 
+ 1,~ 1 nj) ~ ;;:, .J (~f) t ;;~ J c;) J 
+ C- J,~ :J(f}) + dz~ J-(:('~j - ~'21 J(t:) 
+ J~ J-an~ dtl .Jcrn + :1:1 :JCfD J 
--.\
2 
( 2~ 5C~D -J,', J(~}) r J3~ JCfO J 
3 [ 3 -('23) q3 J·-c23) _ a3 (Z3) J 
-- A J11 J 2-3 - (!21 . T3 i 031 :J lz 
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(D- 3. S<J) 
(D-3. f10) 
Comparing (D-2.58) with (D-3.S9) and noting that 
{J + A' d~j + )12 J~ + ;.( Jj 
= l 2. 3 4-
.) ./ .-' 
. . 
"'_, a 
one notes that the follmving r·elat.ion must be true: 
_) 3 ( 3 J (i}_) _ q3 _ c~~J .3 c 23)\' 
,- .\ c1, 1 z3 Oz1 =; 13 + J31 J 12) 
\ ( 2. '(Jl) -t q 2 J (ll) - q 2 J(E-) )\ - d11 _ _) 23 Ozl 1.3 031 J z 
~ --rc !2) - ~} -~c 12) -+ Dt3 - c )2)11 + d1 1 _) 23 Ozt _) TI- (1.31 I 12. ) 
- ~~ J-( t;) -t- J:l J(f?-) ·- d3;\ J(t1) 
-+ d,~ J ( ~) -- 0~ J ( ·f;) -t d:1 J-( fz~) 
It is noted that 
_)2f 
Jo 








(D- 3. G4-) 
(D-3.()5) 
-- j{ J~ J u;~ - }: J c;~-> + ~J, J c fzl )j 
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__ ~J~ lr __ gl J( fz_) + :)! J- ( j2) __ q' J- rfz),T J .dl 2~ ( z ' 13 03 \.I(! 'j (D-3. 66) 
~ 0 === - d ~ ] ( ~ ~ ) -+ d 22 J ( :; ) - d ~ J- ( +}) 
J~ J- c ;;) - 'J~ J.Cfl-) + d~ J c~:) 
'11\us, one can rewrite (D-3. 62) as 
( J: JCID- J~ =refn + d; :rC#)] • 
[ J:, J c m- ~r, J-n~-) + d:, =rC--Tf) J 
+ ( 0~ J- (fD - J: J(fi) + :J3'- :J(fzl) J X 
( J;~ J-C1)- ~:,JCK) + J:, J-cmJ 
(- J.' J ctD + J: J en <J: :r(-tt)J x 
(
- 2.. ( ~~) -t q 2 J- (J_,?_) - d z ~(~) dl(] B Ozl 13 3Jj lZ 
3 ( l~) ~3 J-(0) ·+ L\3 J(~)'' 
-+ d11 ] 2.3 - 0 21 l3 0 3 \. 1z) 
( -- d~ JOD + ~z2 JC~)- d; JC+DJ x 
(- :1,~ J C -H) + Jl~ :rUD -J;,J-OD 
+ :J~, J (f!)- J:,JC#) t-d:,J-(fDJ 
(D-3.67) 
(D-3.68) 
FOl" equa-tion (D-3. 68) 
RHS =--= 
2- { 2 ( J-( £~ \ ;.-·f/('!.3) - {3 ...L./~ 13 ) d,1 ~~ l >__3?1' ..J z, - J C ;}}'] ( zs) 
+ d: l- _] (~:) J (-i~) \- J (~~) J-( ~) J 
+ J;( J(~:)J(~~)- J-(~)~(1~-))} 
+ :;,'.{ d~ (- J-cm JCD + JC~)J({1~ 
( / / + d~ J ( f;YJ(-,t;) -- I(t~}J(l;) J 
I' 
+ :d- :J(~)JltD + J-cf~-):rcmJ} 
+ d:,{ J~[ -Jc-m JCin -- ]-eft) J\~}~ 
+ 2:(- J (f~) J(H) + J(f;) JC:i] 
+ d~( ~cfirfC:n - J-ct~J,f(H-)]} 
-t ( -- J~ j ( ~}) -t- :1! _j( #) - J; _]( -tD J X 
( a~ J- nD - J:, _]Oi) + J;, J-cm J 
- [ -2 ~ J 0~) + J: J (',}) - J; J- ( j%) J X 
( 




Compare RES and LHS of (!J-3. 68) by observing tlle cocffic.if~JJ~:s 
of each of the second derivatives. 
2 
The coefficient of q in the RHS is 011 
J~ (- ( -f, d: - ~ J ~) ( ~~ J ~ -- d~ d~ ) 
+ ( -fz d; - -f3 d:) ( j: J; - d~ d ~) J 
+ d; ( ( f, d~- fz d~) ( ~~ J~- d~ J:) 
-( f~ K-f; :;:) C J: J~ -- d~ :J;) J 
~: [ r- 1 3 ~ r 1 3 ., ; r 1 3 "-~ 
t1c.. -- 11 J2 d3 J3 + -t, J3 de_ t13 + -t3 Jz. ~h 03 
/ 
/ r q, ....--q-'3 o. 3 1 \ ct 3 q 3 r q 1 q 3 q 3 
- i:3 /.5 o 1 a 2 + -t-2 d1 o 3 J 3 - t z o 3 t1 1 o 3 
/ 
/ / 
-- -G j: ;}; J; + J)~~f d: J 
! 3 3 f I q3 q 3J 
-+ ~ d 1 ~2 d2 -- 3 dz t!z.. 0 I 
o: J; r :1: ( f, J;- r3 J-~) - J~ c -f, :r; -+, d:) 
+ 'J~ ( +1 'J~ - -t 0 ~) J 
-o: d-: ( d: ( -~, :l:--& J:) -- J~ ( f, J; - ~ ~~) 
4- J ~ ( +~ j z3 - t3 J ,') J 
c-: j (H) [ J: J( ~) - J~ :J( f:) + d~ J(-fi) J 
\vhich is the same as ·that in the LHS. 
The coefficient of j2~ in the RHS is 
j ~ (- ( i; J; - f3 d:) ( J i d; - d ~ J ~ ) 
-1- ( f, ~:- t Jf) ( d: 'J; - d; d:) J 
+ :1; ( - (F) d: - -r. Jn c 'J,' J; - ;)~ :1:) 
+ Ct. d;- S dD (d: ;;~ --J~ :1;) J 
d)> [- \ J ', d; J; -t fz d; d? ,~; -+ t; 'J: ~~ d~ 
/ 
_ r 1/ --3 3 r q 1 3 "'.3 _ r q 1 9 s q "? t3 /~ d: dl + -tl 02.. J.> ,13 -t, d3 !<-d3 




2 ( f . I A> ct.3 \ I 3 "\..3 \ L1 \ q.3 ~ 3 
-1- J .3 -- . 1 'J_..( d 2 CJ 3 + 1 1 J 3 J l 0 2.. + 1z.. d J c1 J cf3 /7 / 
/ 
/ 
_ r 1 3 3 + \ '"l ~~ 3 q 3 __ C <-"\ I ') 3 q :. 
t 2 J 3 d I d) Ti ,~I (} 2- d 3 i( cJ 2 :J 1 cJ 3 
/ 
- f) J: J~ J: + 13 J~J~ t~J 
;; ~ ;t; ( --- d~ ( t; J ~ - f; Ji) + J ~ (U; - ~ J~ ) 
- J~ ( +, d~ - f, J 0 J 
131 
(D-3. 70) 
'3 ~ J 7 (- '3: ( f,_ J ~ - f, 2 ~ ) + ~; (+~ 'J ~ -- f; :} ~ ) 
-- J ~ ( ~ J; ·- ~ ~ 7) J 
= - T (~;) ( d: J(f}) - J~ J(ff) + J~ J(fi) J 
which is the same as that in the LHS. 
z 
The coefficient of d31 in the RIJS is 
J~ ( c~d~-f,a;) o:J~-5~'~) 
- ( -E it; -t j~) ( d~ :1: -~~ J;) J 
+ d: [- ( t1 J; --~ o D o: :'! ~ --J ~ 1;) 
+ c -r~ j ~ - +~ d~) c d; :y:- d ~ J ~) J 
/ 
q 2 c (' 1 ~ ?> -[ 1/ /; q 3 _ f. q I < 3 3 
() I 1 z d 1 d z.. J 3 - 2 /~ z. J1 d .3 3 0 1 J 2 J ?_ 
1 , 3 3 r 1 3 3 _r q' '3 q_ 3 + 13 J 2 d I ~ 2. --- t 1 0 2 J 2. d 3 -t- f1 d 3 J 2- ! z_ 
/ 
\ I - 3 r.; 3 \ l ~"3 :3 -- _\ ~ q I 1 3 'J 3 
- 13 d z. d 1 (1 1 -t- T 1 )! ?-z d 3 r\ o 3 ; 1 ( z / 
/ 
- T~ ~; d; 1; t ~ d~ J~ :~: J 
o:J~ ( d~ c+~'J:-£,;) -a~(f.'}{--11?~) 
1 32 
(D-3.71) 
_qz~3( ~'(f 3 r .3\ '(-~' 3 r 3) 
ozd 1l U'\ 2 J3-T.3 jz)- d-2 r,d3 --r3 :.3, 
+ d~ ( ~ d ~ - {~ df.) J 
= JCl) [ J~ J ({~)-Jl JCfi) + J~ _J (fD J 
which is the same as that in the LHS. 
3 




- J ~ J; l d ~ c f~ J ~ - t J~) - d~ (+I d; --t d;) 
+ d~ ( ~ J~ - £ J 1t) J 
= JC1D [ 'Ji JC-W -- ~: J-c fn + J; J-et~)] 
which is ·the same as that in the LHS. 
The coefficient of a~~ in ·the HJ--IS is 
J~ ( c +~ J:- -on CJ: ,; - d~ 'n 
- c t, J:- -G :JD C :!~ ;; - J~ :JD] 
+ d~ ( -- ( -t, :J:- -~ J;) ( ;J: 'J! -- J~ Jf) 
+ (t, '3;- l; 'J~) ( ';): J; -- d~ :}~~ 
+ J ~ ( c f 1 d; -- t~ }~ ) ( J: ~ ~ - J-~ d ~ ) 
--- (f, :t; --1, J~) ( d: ~~ -- j~ J:)] 
/ 
2 ( r J a 2 3 f q I /1\{ d 3 f a I q 2 '1 3 J) L -rz J~ "J 3 J3 + J/J:3 t11 z -- 3 >1 03 uz. 
/ 
- ~ J~ d~ J~ - ~ d~- J; ~: + { J~ t; j; 
13~ 
(D-3. 7 3) 
- a~ '~ C - J ~ c fz '~ - -G j ~) -t J ~ c f. d ~ - +3 J ,' ) 
- d; (-+: J~- fz J~) J 
~ _](-t;)( J~ JCif)- Ji J(f}) -r ;;; J(fJ)] 
which is ·the same as ·that in the LHS. 
The cor~fficient of in the RHS is 
:; ~ [ - c~ d ~ -- +" a~) ( d: d ~ -- J ~ ) n 
+ (f, J:- fl_ 'J~) ( ?~ d_! ~ ?~ J:) J 
+ 0: ( c f1 J! - 1i d~) c J~ J~ -- J; JU 
~ (+, :J,,' - +z '~) ( d; :~; --- d~ ~;) J 
135 
(D-3.71f) 
+ J ~ [ -- C U: -~ d D 0: J ~ - J ', J; ) 
+ ( -~-~ J~-f.J~) ( :l~ J~ - ~~J~) J 
- f I q Z "'3 + r q_ I d '2 ~3 r I q 2 '\ 3 3 dz. d
1 
(}z T, uz. z. cJ3 -- t 1 J~ dz dz. 
d~J: ( ~~ ( fz J~- f; J~)- J: (t, J~- £ 'J:) 
+ ;J~ ( f, J~ -- ~ d:) J 
- J~ J~ c ;}~ ( fz ~~ -- t3 d~) - d: ( +, J~ -- ~ ;: ) 
+ 3 ~ ( -t; d 1z -- fz d ~ ) J 




which is the same as that in the LHS. 
Thus, eqLlation (D-3 0 S S) is peovGd. E~'l..lat ions (D-3. S 6) and 
(D-3. 57) can be proved similarly. Therefore, the proof of 
equation (D-3. 38) is complete. 
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